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PREFACE.

/~*\F the seventy Propositions contained in the following treatise, ten are

^-^ substantially taken from Baltzer's treatise on Determinants ; also the

Geometrical Tests, given in Chapter VIII, are to be found in most works

on Algebraical Geometry : the rest of the matter is, so far as I know,

original, and consists of a series of Propositions which the object I had

in view obliged me to introduce. That object was to present the subject

as a continuous chain of argument, separated from all accessories of ex-

planation or illustration, a form which I venture to think better suited for

a treatise on exact science than the semi-colloquial semi-logical form often

adopted by Mathematical writers. I say ' se*mi-logical ' advisedly, for nothing

is more easy than to forget, in an argument thus interwoven with illustrative

matter, what has, and what has not, been proved.

With this object in view I have introduced all such explanation and

illustration as seemed necessary for a beginner, either in the form of foot-

notes, or, where that would have occupied too much room, of Appendices.

New words and symbols are always a most unwelcome addition to a

Science, especially to one already burdened with an enormous vocabulary,

yet I think the Definitions given of them will be found to justify their

introduction, as the only way of avoiding tedious periphrasis. The symbols

employed to represent the single elements of a Determinant, M 2,1 3, &c.

)

r<>?



iv PREFACE.

require perhaps a word of apology, and it may be well to enumerate those

already in use, and to point out what seem to be their chief defects.

"We may commence with \
*' l ' ' \> where the change of letter

indicates a change of column, and the change of subscript a change of row.

Now the properties of Determinants, relating to columns, being always

convertible into properties relating to rows, and vice versa, it was a sufficient

objection to this system of notation, that it represented things distinctly

analogous by methods so different, and it was properly superseded by the

notation introduced by Leibnitz, \
ll1 ' 1 * 2 ' " " > , where the changes,

' a2,lf ^2,2> *

both of column and row, are alike denoted by subscripts. But it seems a

fatal objection to this system that most of the space is occupied by a number

of a's, which are wholly superfluous, while the only important part of the

notation is reduced to minute subscripts, alike difficult to the writer and

the reader. It was almost an obvious improvement on this system to raise

the subscripts into the line, and omit the a's altogether, as suggested by

Baltzer, thus — ] ) \\ )o<r\ <> anc* *ms svstem, though tedious for

writing, might serve very well, were it not for its liability to be confused

with the notation, common in Plane Algebraical Geometry, by which (1,1)

denotes the Point x—\, //=1. The symbol 1\1, which I have ventured

to suggest as an emendation on this last, will be found, I have great hopes,

sufficiently simple, distinct, and easy to be written. I have turned the

symbol towards the left, in order to avoid all chance of confusion with

/, the symbol for integration.

I proceed to make a few introductory remarks on the various portions

of the book, taken in order.

Chap. II. Def. I. J am aware that the word ' Matrix' is already in

use to express the very meaning for which I use the word ' Block ' ; but

surely the former word means rather the mould, or form, into which alge-

braical quantities may be introduced, than an actual assemblage of such
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quantities ; for instance, j-—^ ' would deserve the name, rather than

(a + b)x{c + d)

T+f)
'

Chap. II. Def. I, VIII. Those who have read the chapters on De-

terminants in Mr. Todhunter's ' Theory of Equations' will notice that the

meaning's of the words ' Element ' and ' Constituent ' are here transposed :

as to the former, I have only returned to Baltzer's nomenclature ; and the

word ' Constituent ' seems to me more expressive than his word 'Term'.

Chap. III. A complete analysis of a system of simultaneous Linear

Equations has always appeared to me to be a desideratum in Algebra : the

subject is only touched on in Baltzer ; a more complete attempt will be

found in Peacock's Algebra, but I have nowhere seen anything like an

exhaustive analysis. This chapter aims at furnishing this, but it has been

so often altered and re-written that I put it forth at last, hoping, rather

than expecting, that it will be found complete and satisfactory.

Chap. Til. This chapter will also, I hope, fulfil my aim at furnishing

an exhaustive analysis of such properties of the Loci here considered, as can

be conveniently exhibited in the form of Determinants. I had added pro-

positions concerning the Line in Solid Geometry, but these I omit, believing

that its properties are more simply investigated by other methods.

Appendix II. Section 4. This process, though extremely convenient

where no ciphers, or where one or two at most, occur in the interior of a

Block, nevertheless fails entirely, it must be admitted, where they occur

in larger numbers : I therefore offer it merely as a fanciful addition to the

processes already in use, which may in some cases lessen the labour of

computation.

Appendix V. I am doubtful whether this process will ever prove of

much practical use : still I think cases might arise, where in the course

of a problem an algebraical function is proved to vanish, and where,

by throwing it into the form of a Determinant, and so forming a set
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of simultaneous Equations, whose consistency depends on its vanishing-,

new and curious properties of the function under consideration might be

evolved.

The formulae given at the end of the book are so arranged that the

student may, by covering one or more of the columns on the right hand,

test for himself his knowledge of the theorems from which they are taken.

Ch. Ch. Oxford,

Oct. 31, 1867.

CORRIGENDA

P. 36. 1.10. for

and since, by hypothesis, T'^0, these Equations may be divided throughout by V, and written

Xi
v ' ~ a

'*-~v
'

read

and, dividing these Equations throughout by V,

1 y \ X
2 y

and since, by hypothesis, V=£0, these values are both finite.

P. 50. 1. 15. for 5 = read 7=0.

P. 51. 1. 3. for \\B\\=0 read ||7||=Q.
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CHAPTEE I.

LAWS OF ARRANGEMENT,

Definitions.

I.

A set of different numerals, arranged in an ascending order,

is said to be orderly arranged : but if there be among them

2, of which the second is less than the first, the set is said to

contain a derangement*.

II

If 2 numbers be both even, or both odd, they are said to be

similar ; if otherwise, dissimilar.

Proposition I. Th.

If there be a set of different numerals, arranged in any

order, and if one of them be made to pass over the next r of

them, either way : the number of derangements is increased, or

diminished, by a number similar to r.

If it be made to pass over one, the number is increased, or diminished,

by unity

;

.-. if over two, by an even number
;

* Def. I. Thus the set 12346789 is orderly

arranged ; but the same set placed thus,

•43186972, contains one derangement on ac-

count of the 4 and 3, another on account of

the 4 and 1, another on account of the 8 and 7,

and so on,

B



Laws of Arrangement.

if over three, by an odd number ; and so on.

Therefore, if there be a set, &c.

[Chap. I.

Q.E.D*.

Proposition II. Th.

If there be a set of different numerals, and if 2 of them be

interchanged : the number of derangements is increased, or di-

minished, by an odd number.

Call the 2 numerals, a, (3 ; and let there be r numerals between them

;

firstly, let a be made to pass over these r numerals ;

then the number of derangements is increased, or diminished, by a

number similar to r; (Prop. I.

secondly, let /3 be made to pass over a and over these r numerals

;

then the number of derangements is thereby increased, or diminished, by

a number similar to r +1 ;
(Prop. I.

.-. it is ultimately increased, or diminished, by the sum or difference of

2 dissimilar numbers
;

i. e. it is increased, or diminished, by an odd number.

Therefore, if there be a set, &e. Q. E. D f.

Proposition III. Th.

If there be a set of pairs of numerals, in which the antecedents

are all different, as also are the consequents ; and if they be

arranged, firstly in order of antecedents, and secondly in order

of consequents : the number of derangements among the con-

sequents in the first case, and the number of derangements among

the antecedents in the second case, are equal.

* Prop. I. In the set 43186972, let us make

the 7 pass over the preceding 3 numerals. By-

passing it over the 9, a derangement is lost,

i. e. the number of derangements is diminished

by unity ; by passing it over the 6, a derange-

ment is gained, i. e. the number is what it

was at first, i. e. it is increased by zero, which

is even ; by passing it over the 8, a derange-

ment is lost, i.e. the number is diminished by

unity, which is odd ; and so on.

f Prop. II. In the set 43186972, let us in-

terchange the 1 and the 7- By passing the 1 over

the intermediate 3 numerals, 3 derangements

are gained, i. e. the number of derangements is

increased by a number similar to 3 ; and the

set now stands thus, 43869172 ; by passing the

7 over the 1 and over the same 3 numerals,

two derangements are gained and two lost,

i. e. the number is increased by zero, which is

similar to (3 + 1) ; hence it is on the whole

increased by a number similar to the sum of

3 and (3 + 1), and, as these are dissimilar

numbers, their sum is odd.
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Let the pairs be so placed that the antecedents are orderly arranged,

and let 2 of them be selected, and call them {II, r), (K, s)

;

.-. H<K;
now, if these 2 pairs contain a derangement of consequents, r>s;

.-. when the pairs are re-arranged in order of consequents, these 2

will stand in the order .

.

.(K, s) ... {H, r).. .

;

.'. they will then contain a derangement of antecedents
;

but if these 2 pairs do not contain a derangement of consequents, r< s
;

.-. when the pairs are re-arranged in order of consequents, these 2

will stand in the order .

.

.{II, r) . . . (K, s) ... ;

.• . they will then not contain a derangement of antecedents.

And the same thing may be proved for every other 2 pairs.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *.

Definition III.

If there be a set of pairs of numerals, in which the ante-

cedents are all different, as also are the consequents ; and if,

when they are arranged in order of antecedents, the number of

derangements among the consequents be even, or (which is the

same thing) if, when they are arranged in order of consequents,

the number of derangements among the antecedents be even : the

set is said to be of the even class ; if otherwise, of the uneven

class f

.

* Prop. III. Let the set be (1, 3), (3, 8),

(4, 6), (7, 5), (8, 2), which is arrauged in order

of antecedents : if this be rearranged in order

of consequents, it will stand thus :— (8, 2),

(1, 3), (7, 5), (4, 6), (3, 8). Now let us select

2 of these pairs, (1, 3) and (7, 5) ; these, as

they stand in the first arrangement, contain no

derangement of consequents ; hence, in the

second arrangement, they preserve the same

relative order, and so contain no derangement

of antecedents. Again, let us select (3, S) and

(7, 5) ; these, as they stand in the first arrange-

ment, contain a derangement of consequents
;

hence, in the second arrangement, they take the

order (7, 5), . . . . (3, 8), and so contain a de-

rangement of antecedents. And so for every

other 2.

t Def.III. Takingtheset(l,3), (3,8), (4,6),

(7, 5), (8, 2), let us ascertain, by counting the

derangements among the consequents, to which

class it belongs. This may be conveniently

done by observing, for each consequent in turn,

how many of its predecessors are greater than

it, since every instance of this will constitute a

derangement : thus the 3 gives none, the 8

gives none, the 6 gives one, the 5 gives two,

and the 2 gives four; hence there are

derangements among the consequents. Again.

let us arrange the set in order of consequents,

(8, 2), (1, 3), (7, 5), (4, 6), (3, S), and count

B 2



Laws of Arrangement. [Chap. I.

Proposition IV. Th.

If there be a set of pairs of numerals, in which the ante-

cedents are all different, as also are the consequents ; and if 2

of the antecedents, or 2 of the consequents, be interchanged : the

class, to which the set belongs, is changed.

Let the set be arranged in order of antecedents, and let 2 of the con-

sequents be interchanged ;

then the number of derangements among them is increased, or diminished,

by an odd number

;

(Prop. II.

i. e. if even, it becomes odd ; if odd, even

;

.-. the class, to which the set belongs, is changed;

hence, if the set be arranged in any order, and 2 of the consequents

be interchanged, the class, to which the set belongs, is changed.

Similarly, if 2 of the antecedents be interchanged.

Therefore, if there be, &e. Q. E. D *

Proposition V. Th.

If there be a set of n pairs of numerals, in which the ante-

cedents are a certain permutation of the numbers from 1 to n, as

also are the consequents ; and if one pair be erased : the class,

to which the remaining set belongs, is the same as that of the

original set, or different, according as the numerals in the erased

pair are similar or dissimilar.

Let the set be arranged in order of antecedents ; and call the pair that is

to be erased {IT, k) ;

the derangements among the antecedents : thus

the 8 gives none, the 1 gives one, the 7 gives

one, the 4 gives two, and the 3 gives three

;

hence there are now seven derangements among

the antecedents. Thus the set of pairs of

numerals, tried by either test, is of the uneven

class.

It should be observed that the class, to which

a set "of pairs of numerals belongs, is unaffected

by the order in which they happen to be given.

* Pro}). IV. In the set (arranged, for con-

venience, in order of antecedents), (1, 3), (3, 8),

(4, 6), (7, 5), (8, 2), let us interchange the two

consequents, 8 and 5 ; the set will thus become

(1, 3), (3, 5), (4, 6), (7, 8), (8, 2). Now, by

this interchange, the number of derangements

among the consequents is diminished by three
;

i. e. from being odd, it becomes even ; and the

set of numerals is therefore transferred from the

uneven to the even class.
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firstly, let it be brought to the first place, by making- it pass over the

preceding" H— 1 pairs ;

then the number of derangements among the consequents is increased, or

diminished, by a number similar to H— 1

;

(Prop. I.

and, since the consequent k now precedes the k— 1 consequents which are

less than it, there are now, by reason of this pair, k— \ derangements among

the consequents

;

secondly, let the pair (//, k) be erased

;

then the number of derangements among the consequents is thereby

diminished by a number similar to k— 1

;

.-. it is ultimately increased, or diminished, by a number similar to the

sum or difference of II— 1 and k— 1

;

i.e. it is ultimately increased, or diminished, by an even, or odd, number,

according as H— 1 and k— 1 are similar or dissimilar;

i. e. according as // and k are similar or dissimilar.

Therefore, if there be a set, &c. Q. E. D *

* Prop. Y. Let us take the following set, (ar-

ranged, for convenience, in order of antecedents),

(1, 2), (2, 4), (3, 1), (4, 5), (5, 6), (6, 3) ; and

let us select (4, 5) as the pair to be erased, in

which the numerals are dissimilar. Firstly, let

us bring it to the first place, so that the set now
stands thus :— (4, 5), (1, 2), &c. ; in doing this,

we have made the consequent 5 pass over the

preceding (4 — 1) consequents, and have thus

increased, or diminished, the number of de-

rangements among the consequents, by a num-
ber similar to (4 — 1). And since this conse-

quent 5 now precedes all the lesser consequents,

1, 2, 3, 4, there are now, by reason of it, (5— 1)

derangements among the consequents. Next,

let the pair (4, 5) be erased ; then these (5—1)

derangements are done away with, and the

number of derangements is, on the whole,

increased, or diminished, by a number similar

to the sum, or difference, of (4 — 1) and (5— 1),

i. e. to the sum, or difference, of 4 and 5, and

since they are dissimilar numbers, their sum,

or difference, is odd ; hence the class, to which

the set belongs, is changed.

In this instance it will be found that the

given set contains 5 derangements of conse-

quents, and so is of the uneven class ; and that

the new set, (1, 2), (2, 4), (3, 1), (5, 6), (6, 3),

contains 4, and so is of the even class.



CHAP TEE II.

ANALYSIS OF DETERMINANTS.

Definitions.

I.

If mn quantities be so placed as to form m rows and n
columns : they are said to form a Block ; and the mn quantities

are called the Elements of such a Block.

II.

A square Block of n2 Elements is said to be of the nth

degree.

III.

An oblong Block containing m rows and n columns, or m
columns and n rows, where m is greater than n, is said to be

of the length m, and of the breadth n.

IV.

In an oblong Block, the rows, if they be longer than the

columns, or the columns, if they be longer than the rows, are

called the longitudinals of the Block : and the others, its

laterals.
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V.

If, in a given Block, any rows, and as many columns, be

selected : the square Block formed of their common Elements is

called a Minor of the given Block *.

Hence any single Element of a Block, being common to one row and

one column, is a Minor of it.

VI.

If n be that dimension of a Block which is not greater than

the other : its Minors of the nth degree are called its principal

Minors
; those of the n — 1

|

th degree its secondary Minors, and

so onf.

Hence a square Block is its own principal Minor.

VII.

If, in a square Block, any rows, and as many columns, be

selected : the Minor formed of their common Elements, and the

Minor formed of the Elements common to the other rows and

columns, are said to be complemental to each other \.

Conventions.

I.

Let it be agreed to represent the Elements of a square Block

by symbols of the form Ji\k, in which the first numeral indicates

f d b m s ~| f b fj h r ~)

* Def. V. Thus, in the Block | / cj d j ,
++ Dgf r//^ m^ Block

I c U v I

if we select the 2'"' and 3 1"' 1 rows, and the 2"' 1

.
L« « * 7 J

? I and i .

e
[ are complemental

and 4 t,) columns, we obtain the Minor U ir
i Def.VI. Thus, in the same Block, the Minors to each other

5
as also are the Minora |* J

dbm~) Cdmal am\\gI'\. Thus, again, the angle Element
I r H \ . \ f g a r > &c> are principal [m f\ehrjlerlj C b g rl

{ ,] mi l\7 «1 (b <n t and the Minor < c I b !- are complemental
Minors; while {<* »}, {<**}, {*«}, &<

jn' secondary Minors.
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the row, and the second the column, to which the Element belongs.

Thus, a Block of m rows and n columns may be represented

thus :

—

'i\i,i\2 iV
2\l,2"Y2 2\ra

n\l,m\2 m\n

II.

And if it be required to represent 2 or more such Blocks, let

them be distinguished by suffixing a certain letter to the symbol

of each Block : e. g. :

—

iy i\»]
f*y

i>i

! \ h 1 i !

m\l m\n \ ^
m\l m\n

III.

And if it be required to present an Element of such a Block

by itself, let it be distinguished by the same suffix : e. g., h\k^

represents an Element of the Block

\i i\«]

*\*b
rePresents the corresponding Element of the Block

[ 1\1 1\»"

n\l mV

n



Determinants.

Definitions (continued).

VIII.

If there be a square Block of the nth degree, and if all

possible products be made of its Elements, taken n together, so

that no product contain 2 Elements of the same row or of the

same column ; and if, representing the Elements of the Block

by the symbols

fA? i\?l

1 n\l n\n

each such product be affected with + or — , according as the

set of pairs of numerals, corresponding to that product, be of

the even or the uneven class : the sum of these products, thus

affected, is called the Determinant of the Block. And each of

these products is called a Constituent of the Determinant.

IX.

The Constituent represented by the product i\l.2\2.

is called the Diagonal of the Determinant *

??\.

n

X.

If a square Block be such that its Determinant vanishes, or

if an oblong Block be such that the Determinant of every one

of its prhicipal Minors vanishes : in either case the Block is said

to be evanescent.

Def. VIII, IX. Thus, in the Block,

b g9 h r "1

I t v I

m / e ['

as x q J
the Diagonal is blfq, and the other Constituents

are blxe, bmtq, dstr, &c. And to determine the

sign of each Constituent, let us take as an

example dstr ; now this corresponds to the set

of general symbols 3\l.-i\2.2\3.i\4, and since

this is arranged in order of consequents and

there are 5 derangements among the ante-

cedents, it is of the uneven class, and so must be

affected with the siirn —

.
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XL

If there be a square Block, and if one of its Elements be

selected ; and if all the Constituents of its Determinant, which

contain that Element, be collected together and formed into 2

factors, whereof that Element is one : the other factor is called the

determinantal coefficient of that Element.

XII.

If 2 square Blocks be such that each Element of the second

is equal to the determinantal coefficient of the corresponding

Element of the first : the second Block is said to be adjugate to

the first.

Conventions (continued).

IV.

Let it be agreed that the Determinant of a Block shall be

represented by placing a perpendicular line on each side of it.

Thus the Determinant of the Block

will be represented by the symbol

a h c

d e f
g h h
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If a Block be represented by the symbol

~i\i i\jr

n\\ n\n

so that any Element of it is represented by a symbol of the form

£\k : let it be agreed that the determinantal coefficient of that

Element shall be represented by a symbol of the form A#..

VI.

If there be 2 equally numerous sets of terms ; and if each

term of the one set be multiplied by the corresponding term of

the other, and the products added : let it be agreed that this

operation shall be denoted by placing the sign { between the

symbols denoting the 2 sets.

Thus (au a2 , ... an) § (b lf b2 ,
... bn ) = «, b x + a2 b2 + ... + an b, ,

Axioms.

I.

Each Constituent of the Determinant

l\l i\n

?A 1 n\n

Contains n pairs of numerals, such that the antecedents are a

certain permutation of the numbers 1 to n, as also are the con-

sequents.

c 2
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II.

If any row, or column, of a square Block be selected : each

Constituent of the Determinant contains one term of that row

or column.

Thus the Determinant

A.1 !>

or = i\l
a
.i\l^+ 2\l

a
.2\l^+ +.»W\^'

or = A\J £\l^ + A\2
a

. h\2
A + + . A"\»

a<
/A^

;

or = f\£ . i\jfc
4
+ 2\& .2\k

A + + ^n\f.n\&A .

Hence if, in a square Block, the Elements of any one row, or column,

be multiplied by v ; the Determinant of the new Block is equal to that of

the first multiplied by v.

And if the Elements of any q rows, or q columns, or r rows and s columns,

where r + s = q, be multiplied by v ; the Determinant of the new Block

is equal to that of the first multiplied by v q
.

And if each Element of any row, or column, be the sum of m terms :

the Determinant may be expressed as the sum of m Determinants. For one

Determinant may be formed, such that its corresponding row, or column,

consists of the first terms of these sums ; another, such that its corresponding

row, or column, consists of the second terms of these sums ; and so on.

Proposition I. Th.

The determinantal coefficient of any Element of a square

Block is the Determinant of its complemental Minor, affected with

+ or — according as the numerals which constitute its symbol

arc similar or dissimilar-
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Let the Block be represented by the symbol

i\r 1\»

n\l n\n

and eall the selected Element h\k

;

then it is evident that the determinantal coefficient of P\h is the ag-

gregate of all possible products of the Elements of its complemental Minor,

taken n— 1 together, so that no product contain 2 Elements of the same

row, or of the same column ;

i. e. it is the aggregate of the Constituents of the Determinant of its

complemental Minor; (Def. VIII.

also the sign of each such product is -f or — , according as the cor-

responding set of pairs of numerals, taken along with the symbol h\k

itself, is of the even or of the uneven class

;

(Def. VIII.

but if the symbol Ji\k be erased, the class, to which the remaining

set belongs, is the same as that of the original set, or different, according as

h and Jc are similar, or dissimilar
;

(Chap. I. Prop. V.

.-. the sign of each such product follows the Determinant law, or

reverses it, according as h and k are similar, or dissimilar

;

.'. the determinantal coefficient of any Element h\k is the Determinant

of its complemental Minor, affected with 4- or — , according as h and k arc

similar or dissimilar.

Q. E. D*.

Corollaries to Prop. I.

1.

If, in a square Block, any row, or column, be selected : the Determinant

Prop. I. Thus the Determinant of the Block
|

similar, the sign of this Determinant ought to

a h
.[is (ad— be) ',

and that of the Block

< def [> is (ack—ahf—bdk + bgf+cdh — cge).

a h c

d c f
g h k

Here the Determinantal coefficient of e is

(**-*), i.e.
\«l\

the symbol 2\2, fch<

and as c corresponds to

be +, and so we find it. Again, the Deter-

minantal coefficient of/ is ( — ah + bg), i.e.

—
\

a
j ; and as / corresponds to the symbol

2\3, the numerals of which are dissimilar, the

sign of this Determinant ought to he — , and

J

so we find it.

numerals of which are
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of the Block may be resolved into terms, each consisting1 of one of the

Elements of that row, or column, multiplied by the Determinant of its

complemental Minor *.

2.

If, in a square Block, the Elements in any one row, or column, all

vanish but one : the Determinant of the Block is the product produced by

multiplying' the Determinant of the complemental Minor of that Element

by that Element itself, affected with -f or — , according as the numerals in

its symbol are similar or dissimilar.

3.

Hence, if that Element be unity, the Determinant of the Block is the

Determinant of the complemental Minor of that Element, affected with +
or — , as before.

Proposition II. Th.

If, in a square Block, 2 rows, or 2 columns, be interchanged :

the Determinant of the new Block lias the same absolute value

as that of the first, but the opposite sign.

Let the Block be represented by

py
i>]

lA1 »\»j»

and first let 2 rows be interchanged ; call them the kth and kih rows ; and let

the new Block be represented by

l\l l\n

ii\l n\ n

* Prop. I. Cor. 1. This gives us a simple method for computing the value of a Deter-

minant arithmetically. Thus,

3 12 4

4 5 2 3

3 13 2

4 2 13

5 2 3

13 2

2 13

14 2 3

13 3 2

4 13

14 5 3

+ 2312
4 2 3

3 1 3

4 2 1

= 3 5 &c. = 3 4 35 + 2-15 -&c. = 3x22-&c. = 66-&c
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.-. fi\ r = A r , and k\r = u\r . r taking- any value 1 n;

next let any Constituent of the Determinant of the original Block be

selected ; call it f\a /i\s
a

£\l
a

; and let it = M;

now l\a = l\a and so for the other factors of it, with the exception
V a V b

of /i\s and £\t which respectively = £\j
b
and £\t

h
i

.-. M—i\a h\t A s , which is a Constituent of the new
\- b V b V b

Block;

.-. for any Constituent M in the Determinant of the original Block,

there is a Constituent in that of the new Block, of the same absolute value

;

and the symbol representing- the one may be deduced from that re-

presenting" the other by one interchange of consequents ;

.-. the 2 symbols are of different classes; (Ch. I. Prop. IV.

.-. the Constituents, represented by them, have opposite signs

;

.*„ the whole Determinants are equal in value, but have opposite signs.

Similarly, if 2 columns be interchanged.

Therefore, if there be &c, Q. E. D *.

Corollary to Prop. II.

If, in a square Block, a row, or a column, be made to pass over the next

/ rows, or columns, either way : the Determinant of the new Block has the

same sign as that of the first, or the opposite sign, according as r is even

or odd : that is, it is equal to the Determinant of the first Block multiplied

For this may be effected by interchanging it with each of these r rows,

or columns, in turn ; and after one such interchange, the sign of the Deter-

minant is changed, after Uvo, it is the same again, and so on f.

* Prop. II. Thus the Determinant where the first column has been pa-ssed over

a b c c b a one column : but the same Determinant

d c f
9 h I

— — f e d
I h g

[
b c a 1

= + \e f d \,

t Prop. II. Cor. Thus the Determinant
\hk g\

where the first column has been passed over

\d e f
1 9 h k

= - e df
h rj k [

two columns.
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Proposition III. Th.

If, in a square Block, 2 rows, or 2 columns, be identical : the

Determinant vanishes.

Call the Determinant " D".

Now if the 2 identical rows, or columns, be interchanged, the Determinant

of the new Block = —D

;

(Prop. II.

but the new Block is identical with the first ;

.-. B=-B;
i.e. B = 0.

Therefore, if in a square Block, &c. Q. E. D *

Corollaries to Prop. III.

i

If a square Block of the nth degree be represented by

fi\? i\«

and its adjugate Block by

?/\l n\n

i\i i\®

n\\ n\n

then r\l . *\ 1 + A 2 .A 2 + + r\n . s\ii
A
= 0,

and l\r . l\s
t
+ 2\r .2\jA + + n\r -m\?

a
= 0,

so long as r ^ s. For the quantity s\l .Al. +&c. is the Determinant of

I

a b c

a b c

d e f
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the given Block, and if, for the several terms of the 6
th row, there be substi-

tuted terms equal to those in the rtu row, this may be written r\l .s\l. + &c. ;

and since the new Block, so formed, has 2 rows identical, its Determinant

vanishes.

2.

If, in a Block whose length exceeds its breadth by unity, the Ele-

ments of any one longitudinal be each multiplied by the Determinant of

the Minor formed by erasing the lateral containing that Element : the sum

of these products, affected with -f and — alternately, is zero *

3.

If, in a square Block, there be added to the several Elements of any row,

or column, the corresponding Elements of any other row, or column, mul-

tiplied by any number : the Determinant of the new Block is the same as

that of the first f.

Proposition IV. Th.

If there be a square Block, and if, retaining the first term

of the first row in its place, the rows be made columns, and the

columns rows : the Determinant of the new Block is equal to that

of the first.

* Prop. III. Cor. 2. Thus, in the Block t Prop. III. Cor. 3. Thus, in the Block

f a b c d~)

i
efg A ,

(_ k I m n J

fa b O
\def\,
V'jhkj

the sum of lot us add to the first column the Elements of

a.

is z

bed
fgh
l m n

ero : for

1 a c d
— b.\ e g h

\
k m n

this is the Si

\a b d \abc
+ c e f h —d \e f g

\ k I n \k I m
ime tiling as the Deter-

' a b c d ~)

the third, multiplied by m : then the Dete

(a + roc), b, e

minant of the new Block is (d + mf), e, f
{<j + rofc), //, h

and this is equal to

r-

minant of the Block J
abed

1 aml M
|

efgh f

(__
k I m h J

\
a b c

\d ef
1 g h k

1 c b c

+ «* / e f
\ k h k

laic
= \d e f \,

g h k

this-

mu
Block 1

3t vanish

las 2 identic; I rows, its Determinant since the second Determine nt vanishes.
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Let the Block be represented by

[Chap. II.

and the new Block by

"A*

it\\ n\n I

i\i iV

n\\ n\n J b

and let a certain Constituent of the original Block, arranged in order of

antecedents, be represented by l\a . 2\j3 ?i\C , where a, (3, £, are a

certain permutation of the numbers 1 to n;

now f\o
a
= a\l

b
, 2\p a

= /^ »"\f« = *Vb J

hence this Constituent = o\l -p\2 Am ;

that is, it = a certain Constituent of the new Block, arranged in order

of consequents

;

and the antecedents in the second case are the same permutation of the

numbers 1 to u as the consequents in the first case

;

.-. the two Constituents are of the same class; (Chap. I. Def. III.

.-. they have the same sign

;

(Chap. II. Def. VIII.

.*. for every Constituent of the original Block, there is one of the new

Block, equal to it, and with the same sign

;

.-. the two Determinants are equal.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *

* Prop. IV. Thus the Determinant

a b c

d ef
g h k

a d g I

6 e h ,

c f I:
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Proposition V. Th.

If there be given 2 Blocks, each consisting of n rows and r

columns ; and if each row of one Block be combined with each

row of the other, by the process of multiplying the first term of

one by the first term of the other, the second by the second, and

so on, and adding the products ; and if the n2
quantities, so

formed, be arranged as a square Block, in such a way that the

Elements of the first row of the new Block are all formed from

the first row of the first Block, by combining it with the n rows

of the second Block successively, and so on ; then

if r < n

firstly,

the Determinant of the new Block vanishes

secondly,

if r= n : the Determinant of the new Block is the product

of the Determinants of the 2 given Blocks :

thirdly,

if r > n : the Determinant of the new Block is the sum of all

possible products that can be made, by taking any n columns of

one of the given Blocks, in the order in which they stand, and

the corresponding n columns of the other Block, and multiplying

together the Determinants of the 2 Blocks so formed.

Let the 2 Blocks be represented by

'1\1... ..iy

> , and *

'iy... ...iy

[«\1... •\'J a U\i... ...«\r

and the new Block by

i\i i\»

*\»-

D 2
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wherein any Element /t\J: =
{
A\l fi\r } § { >£\1 A?' } ',

in which a takes all values from 1 to r;

now let a certain Constituent of the Determinant of the new Block be

arranged in order of antecedents, and be represented by l\ Q .2\B n\T
,

in which Q, B, T, are a certain permutation of the numbers 1 to n ;

then this Constituent

= s
{
1V.-eV6 }-

2
{
2V„-sVJ sR8„-%};

in which each of the quantities a, ft, b, takes all values from 1 to r ;

.-. it =2{l\a
a
.Q\a

b
.2\P

(
.B\l3

b
7z\b.T\b

b } ;

= 2 {l\a.2\/3
a

n\b
a
.Q\a

b
.B\P

b
T\}

b };

also this Constituent is affected with + or — , according as the series

Q, B, T, contains an even or odd number of derangements ;

.". the Determinant of the new Block

= 2
{ i\<v2V. "V.-eVv^V, T\\}'

in which not only does each of the quantities a, ft, b, take all values from

1 to r, but also the series Q, B, T, takes the values of all possible per-

mutations of the numbers 1 to n ;

.-. it = S{l\a
a
.2\/3

a
i\b

n
.2(<$\a

b
.B\p

b
f\}

b
)}i

wherein, whatsoever values are assigned to a, (3, b, in the outer bracket,

the same are assigned to them in the inner bracket

:

now the sum 2 (Q\a.Ii\p f\b V each term of which is affected

with + or — , according as the series Q, B, T, contains an even or odd

number of derangements, is the Determinant

f\o i\s

?i\a w\S

that is, it is the Determinant of the square Block formed by taking from

the £-Block its ath column, its j3
th column, and so on, until n columns

have been taken, it being immaterial whether these be all different, or one

or more of them be repeated any number of times.
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.-. the Determinant of the new Block

l\o l\5

A i\a.£\P n\h
a

. :

n\a %\8

21

Now, firstly,

let r be < n

;

then it is not possible to take from the 5-Block n different columns

;

.-. the Determinant

l\o l\_8

n\a n\h

contains 2 identical columns ;

it always vanishes

;

the Determinant of the new Block vanishes.

(Prop. III.

Secondly,

let r = n;

then, if the series a, /3, 8, be a permutation of the numbers 1 to »j

the Determinant

l\o l\8

n\a ii\t

l\l l\»

ii\l n\ii

affected with + , or — , according as the series a, /3, 8, contains an even

or odd number of derangements ; for either of these may be obtained from

the other by interchanging columns ; hence the 2 Determinants have the

same absolute magnitudes, and have the same sign, or not, according as

their diagonals have the same sign or not

;

but if the series a, j3, 8, be not such a permutation, the Determinant

l\a l\S

vanishes as in the first case

/Aa n\b
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.*. the Determinant of the new Block

[Chap. II.

i\a.2\p 9i\b .

= S { + l\a
; 2\p^ ^ }

-
1 %

'Ai #\»

A.1 A?

Ai ?A«

1\1... ...1\*

*\1... . . . 1?\1l

l\l l\w

w\l »y»

that isj it is the product of the Determinants of the 2 given Blocks *.

Thirdly,

let r be >n;
and let A, B, N, be a certain set of n different numbers, selected

from the numbers 1 to r, and orderly arranged ; and let a, (3, b, each

take any of the values A, B, N;

then, if the series a, /3, 8, be a permutation of the numbers

A,B, N,

the Determinant

l\a l\b

n\a n\b

1\A i\N

\A n\N

affected with + or — , according as the series a, /3, 8, contains an even

or odd number of derangements

;

but if the series a, (B, b, be not such a permutation, the Determinant

* Pro}?. V. Part 2. Thus

a b c I

tic/ x

g h h
|

ABO
I) E F
G II K

(aA + bB + cC), (aD + bE+cF), (aG+bH + cTC)
\

(dA + eB+fC), (cW + eE+fF), (dQ + cH+flt) .

(gA + hB + hO, (gD + hE+kF), {gG + hU+kli)
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n\a ii\h

vanishes as in the first case

.-. the Determinant of the new Block contains the quantity

f f\A f\N

+ i\a.2\/3 ii\b .

ii\A n\N

i\A l\N

it contains 2 { ± l\a
;£\pa

n\b
a }

n\A n\N

it contains

iy... ...i\N iy... ...i\N

n\A... ...?\N n\A...•••v.
and the same thing- may be proved for any other set of n different num-

bers, selected from the numbers 1 to r, and orderly arranged

;

but if the series A, B, iV, though selected from the numbers 1 to r,

be not all different numbers, the Determinant

S\A i\N

i\A i\N
vanishes as in the first case

;

.-. the Determinant of the new Block

= 2

iV- ...i\N 1\A... ...f\N
>

n\A... ...n\N n\A... ...n\N
b J

in which the scries A, N, take the values of every possible set of n different

numbers, selected from the numbers 1 to r, and orderly arranged

;

thai is, it is the sum of all possible products that can be made, by taking

any n columns of one of the given Blocks, in the order in which they stand,
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and the corresponding n columns of the other Block, and multiplying together

the Determinants of the 2 Blocks so formed.

Therefore, if there be given 2 Blocks, &c. Q. E. D.

COROLLARY TO PROP. V. > .

If r = n: then, in each of the given Blocks, rows may be made columns,

and columns rows, without altering the Determinants

;

(Prop. IV.

.
•

. the new Block may be such that any Element of it, ft\k , has any

one of the 4 values,

{i\i £\*} a § {A.1 %'JY

R1 JMJ{^ »V}*

{i\* *V}.*{*\1 *V)v

Proposition VI. Th.

If there be a square Block of the nth degree : the Determinant

of the adjugate Block is equal to the n — 1th power of the De-

terminant of the first Block.

Let the Block be represented by

i\i i\iT

^Ai »\«

and the adjugate Block by

J\! 1V1

n\l n\u

and let a Block of the uth degree be formed, represented by

fl\l l\«

[_
A l A%

and such that any term ^\j£ = ( k\l fi\n ) § ( l\l £\»
( J

;

and let their Determinants be represented by I)„, T)A , Dc
.
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Then Bc = Ba.BA ;
(Prop. V.

now AVk = /A 1 .A 1 -f + k\n .A« ;

.-. when h = k, li\k
c
— Ba ;

(Ax. II.

and when h =£ k, k\kc
= ; (Proi>. III. Cor. 1.

.-. all the Elements of Dc vanish, except lYl c , .. ...n\ne , each of which

a }

••• Bc = Ba
n

;

i.e. Ba .BA =Ba
H

;

.'. BA = Ba
n~K Q. E. D *

Proposition VII. Tn.

If there be a square Block of the nth degree, and if in it any

Minor of the mth degree be selected : the Determinant of the cor-

responding Minor in the adjugate Block is equal, in absolute

magnitude, to the product of the m — 1 th power of the Deter-

minant of the first Block, multiplied by the Determinant of the

Minor complemental to the one selected.

Also, if the numerals, indicating the selected rows, be repre-

sented by a, /?, , and those indicating the selected columns by

«-, X, ; and their respective sums by 2 (a), 2 (*-) : the relation-

ship of sign between the equal magnitudes will be secured by

multiplying either of them by (-ij-.ffw+aw).

Prop. VI. Thus, if the first Block be

ef
h k

b c

h k

df\

b c\
\

a c

c f\'~\d f

a b c ~1

def
\

d e

(j h

a b

9 h

a c

d e

then

a b c
|

2

d e f\ .

9 hk\
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Let the Block be re-arranged, if necessary, by transposing rows and

columns, so that the selected rows and columns shall stand first ; and let it,

when so arranged, be represented by

i\i i\jT

?i\l n\?i

\A l i\>0

, and its adjugate Block by ^

\ <\ V
I 1l\l ?l\1l

also let a Block of the nth degree be formed, represented by

~i\i i\*~

A1 Aib jb

and such that its first m rows are identical with those of the ^-Block, the

rest of its diagonal consists of units, and all its other Elements are zero

;

hence,

l\l l\»

is identical with

ra\l iii\m .tn\m + l ,
m\n

A I.

.0 , 1,0

. A=

L o •:0 ;i

(Prop. I. Cor. 3.

n\l m\m

also let a Block of the wth degree be formed, represented by
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f l\l l\«~

27

[_
n\l n\a J e

and such that any term /i\k = [fi\l £\n \ § l&\}
b *V0 '

.-. Da .Db = De . (Prop. V.

Now, for all values of k > m,

if /S = 4 h\k =D ;
(Ax. II.

v. c a

if /$ =£ kt
/\k

c
= 0; (Prop. III. Cor. 1.

i. e. in the first m columns of the c-Block, all the Elements vanish,

except l\ 1 ,
2~\ 2 , m\m , each of which = Da ;

also, for all values of k > m,

£\i = (2\lj k\k
a
,

k\i) § (o, l, o),

since all the terms of the second series vanish, except k\k > which = 1

;

. • . for all values of k > m. k\k = k\k ;
V. c V a

i. e. in the m+ 1th and following columns of the c-Block, the Elements

are identical with the corresponding Elements of the tf-Block
j

fi\i iv

»\l tl\1l
^

is identical with

Da,0 0, 1V«+1, l\»"

j) m\m+l m\n

0, m+ f\m + 1 m+ i\n
e

0, £\m + 1 n n J

E 2
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Do = Dn

Analysis of

+ lW + l m + i\n

n\m + 1 w\n

[Chap. II.

Da .Db = do.

Ah- ..i\Mj

A-

a\i
A

... . .m\m

*\V-Am
A

•4,- ...m\m
A

do.

= Z> '""I.

-f lY^+1 m+ l\n

7i\m+l n\

n

Now let the Determinant of the original Block, before re-arrangement,

be represented by ' D' ; the Determinant of the Minor, complemental to

the one selected, by (C ; and if a Block be formed, adjugate to the original

Block before re-arrangement, and if in it a Minor be taken corresponding

to the one selected, let the Determinant of this Minor be represented by 'J'.

Then, having regard to absolute magnitude only,

A = I)

m+i\?n+l .... .m + l\n

=

n\m + 1 .... n\n

A^ !>,
= J

,Ai, in\m

.-. J= ± ir-\c.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *
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Secondly, the relationship of sign between these equal magnitudes will

be secured by multiplying either by (— ^.SW+sw),

Let the numeral, indicating the last of the selected rows, be represented

by r.
Now, firstly, Ba is equal to D in absolute magnitude ; and it has the

same, or a different, sign, according as the number of rows, over which other

rows are transposed, together with the number of columns, over which other

columns are transposed, is even or odd

;

for each transposition over one row, or over one column, changes the sign

of the Determinant

;

(Piiop. II.

now the first of the selected rows, namely the ath , is transposed over

all the preceding a— 1 rows
;

the second, namely the /3
th

, is transposed over all the preceding /3—

1

rows, excepting the ath row itself; that is, it is transposed over /3— 2 rows;

similarly the y
th row is transposed over y— 3 rows, and so on ; and finally

the (
th is transposed over £—m rows

;

.-. the number of rows, over which other rows are transposed,

= a + {3+ +C-(l + 2+ +m).

= 2(a)-
m.(m + l)

<

similarly, the number of columns, over which other columns are trans-

posed,

2(k)-
.(m+1)

.-. their sum = 2 (a) + 2 (i()— m.(m + 1) ;

but m.(m+V) is necessarily even;

.
•

. Da has the same sign as J), or a different one, according as

(2 (a) + 2 (k)) is even or odd.

* Prop. VII. rart I. Thus, if the Block be

then

k m
P >•

d
\n

a b d
k I n

P 9 »

k m

b d
/*
/ N

a b c d ~)

\ { ''
h

t
, and if the Minor i^\ be

k I m n
,

1 v r /

p g r s J

selected

abed
e f g h
k I tit a

V 9 '• s

k n
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.'. I)a = i?.(-l)2W+2(«)
;

.-. Da™' 1 = Bm~ 1A— l)(S(«)+aw).(»-i)
#

Secondly,

+ 1A ^ +

1

w+ i\ »

is equal to C in absolute mag-

A m + 1 A n

nitude, and has the same sign ;

for the two Determinants contain the same Elements, arranged in the

same order.

Thirdly,

Ah i\«

'\h ~V

is equal to / in absolute magnitude, and

it has the same, or a different, sign, according as (2(o)+ 2(k)) is even or

odd;

for the Elements of the first of these Determinants are the determinantal

coefficients of the Elements of the selected Minor, after the re-arrangement

of the Block ; and those of the other are the same coefficients before the

re-arrangement

;

hence the Elements of the one Determinant have the same absolute

magnitude as those of the other, and the same, or a different, sign, according

as the Determinant of the Block has, after the re-arrangement, the same,

or a different, sign ;

m\l m\r,

/.(_1)S(«) + 2I

Hence, substituting in the Equation already established, we get

/ r-_l)2(a)+2(K) = J)
m ~l. C.(_l)(S(a) + 5(K)).(»t-l) .

Therefore, if the numerals, &c. Q. E. D.

% The resulting Equation really is /= Dm~ l
, C. (-1) im ~ 2

'
-(Stal+SM^ but tne factor

(-1) -2(S(a) +SW) _
1, and so may be neglected.
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Corollary to Prop. VII.

If Da = 0, the Determinant of any Minor in the adjugate Block = 0,

since it contains Da as a factor.

As a particular case of this, let m = 2, and let the selected Minor contain

the Elements common to the hth and kth rows and the rth and *
th columns

;

then 0;

%\r
A, k\s

i.e. /\r
A
.k\s

A
= k\r

A
.k\s

A ;

... %/•%::%:%;

.«. the ratios fi\l
A

: /?\2
A

: ft\3
A

• &<?• : /?\j>^ are independent of h.



CHAPTEE III.

ANALYSIS OF EQUATIONS.

N.B. THE EQUATIONS DISCUSSED IN THIS CHAPTER ABE OF THE FIRST

DEGREE ONLY.

Definitions.

I.

Any quantity that is not zero is called actual.

II.

In any Equation, or set of Equations, any Algebraical quantity,

which has an actual coefficient, is said to be contained actually

in it or them.
III.

In any Equation, or set of Equations, all Numbers, and all

Algebraical quantities whose values are determinable independ-

ently of the Equations, are called Constants with reference to

them : but if there be in them Algebraical quantities which may
bear any values whatsoever that are consistent with the truth

of the Equations, these are called Variables with reference to

them.
IV.

In an Equation containing Variables, any set of values which

can be assigned to the Variables, consistently with the truth of

the Equations, is called a set of values for the Variables.
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V.

If a set of Equations, containing Variables, be such that there

is a set of finite values for the Variables, they are said to be con-

sistent ; if not, inconsistent.

VI.

If there be an Equation, or set of consistent Equations, con-

taining Variables, and another such Equation ; and if, whatsoever

values for the Variables satisfy the first Equation or set of Equa-

tions, the same also satisfy that other Equation : that other

Equation is said to be dependent on the rest.

VII.

If 2 Equations be each dependent on the other : they are said

to be identical.

Conventions.

I.

If a Block of terms be distinguished by prefixing a letter,

as "the A-Block :" let ||^4|| represent "the Determinants of all its

principal Minors," \A\ "the Determinant of one of its principal

Minors," and (if the Block be square) let A represent " the De-

terminant of the Block."

Thus, if a Block be square, these three symbols will hear the same

meaning.

Also, in an oblong Block,

||^||=0 may be read "all the ^-Determinants vanish/'' or "the J-Block

is evanescent."

\A\ = may be read " one of the yl-Determinants vanishes."

|^| t£0 may be read "one of the ^-Determinants does not vanish,"

or " the ^/-Block is not evanescent."

\\A\\ ^0 may be read "none of the ^-Determinants vanish."

F
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II

If there be a set of Equations containing Variables : let the

Block formed of the coefficients of the Variables be called " the

F-Block," and let the Block formed of these together with the

constant terms be called " the B-Block."

III.

If a set of Equations be said to contain n Variables, and if, in

any one of them, any Variable be not actually contained, let it

be understood that, in forming the F-Block or i?-Block, such

Variable is introduced with a zero coefficient. And if any one

of the Equations contain no actual constant term, let it be un-

derstood that, in forming the i?-Block, a zero term is introduced

as the constant term *.

Axioms.

I.

If there be a set of homogeneous Equations containing Vari-

ables : they may be satisfied by assigning to each Variable the

value zero.

II.

But if there be a set of values for the Variables, whereof one

is actual : at least one other is actual also.

* Conv. III. Thus, in the Equations Again, if the Equations

Zx+2y -1=0,

x +5z =0,

x-y +3 = 0,

T3, 2, ()-}

the F-Block is { 1, 0, 5 V , and the J3-Block

U -i, oj

x+dy+2 = 0,

x- y-1 = 0,

2x+ y + B = 0,

be said to contain two Variables, their F-Block

fl, 3]
is { 1, —I}-; but if they be said to contain

U ij

f3, 2, o, -n
< 1, 0, 5, .

i.1, -1, 0, 3J

fl, 3, 0-]

three, it is -^ 1, -1, Ok
U 1, oj
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III.

If there be a set of homogeneous Equations containing Vari-

ables : whatsoever values for the Variables satisfy them, any

equimultiples of these values also satisfy them.

IV.

If there be 2 identical Equations, containing m Variables :

there are m — 1 of the Variables, to which arbitrary values may

be assigned.

SECTION I.

Consistency of Equations under given conditions of evanesdena

of their Y-Blocks or B-Blocks.

Proposition I. Til

If there be n Equations containing n Variables, and if Y^\
the Equations are consistent, and there is only one set of values

for the Variables.

First, let n = 2.

Let the Equations be represented by

f\lupx+ 1\2j^+ 1\8 = 0,

2Yl..r1 + 2\2..r
2 + 2\3 = 0;

and let the Determinants of the principal Minors of the i?-Block, formed

by successively erasing the columns containing- the Variables and the column

of constants, be represented by the symbols D1} D,, J
;

then, if the first Equation be multiplied by 2^2, and the second by

— 1\2, and the 2 Equations added together, the coefficient of a?a
in the re-

sulting Equation will be zero ;

F 2
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the resulting Equation is

»1 .(l\l.2\2-g\l.l\2) + (l\3.3\2-2\3.l\2)=0

[Chap. III.

1\U\2
2\l,2~\2

1\U\2

2\1,2\2

l\3,i\2

2\3,2\2
=

0;
1\2,1\8

2\2,2\8

i.e. xv Y-I)x
= 0.

(Ch. II. Prop. II. Cor.

By a similar process it may be proved that

-x
2
.F-D2

= 0;

and since, by hypothesis, F^O, these Equations may be divided through-

out by V, and written

r
a,

Next, these values shall satisfy both Equations
;

for let them be substituted in the first

;

then its left-hand side will become^.. (l\l.i>
1
-l\2.i)2 + l\3.F) ;

and this = 0; (Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 2.

similarly it may be proved for the second Equation

;

.
•

. the Equations are consistent.

Also it is evident that, whatsoever values there are for the Variables,

they may be proved equal to -y , —y^'>

.

'

. there is only one set of values for the Variables.

Secondly, let n>2.

Let the equations be represented by

i\i.^ + f\2 2 + + i\n.xn +iy + i=o,

2^1.^+2^2.^+ +2\w.g,+ 2\»+ l=0i

&c.

/ii\l.ir
l + n\2.%2 + + n\nan + n\n+ 1 == ;

and let the Determinants of the principal Minors of the 5-Block be

represented, as before, by l)
x ,

D n) V.
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Now the Block
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i\? i\»"

^*\2 #y ^

contains » rows and n— 1 columns
;

hence, if the Elements of any column in it be respectively multiplied by

the Determinants of its principal Minors, affected with + and — alternately,

the sum of the products is zero
;

(Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 2.

hence, if the n Equations be respectively multiplied by these Deter-

minants, thus affected, and added tog-ether, the coefficients of x
t , x%i in

the resulting Equation will all be zero

;

.
•

. the resulting Equation is

i\i.

+ H

2\2 2\»

n\2 n\9i

2\2...

-2\L

1\2
V"

3\2 3\ii

n\2.

iy+i.

2\n

?i\2 n\ii

-2\» + l.

+ &c

l\2 l\«

3\2 3\«

n\2 ii\n

+ &c. =

1\1. f\n

n\l n\n

i\»+i,i\2 fy

n\n + l,u\2 nV

n

0;

1\1... ...1\.

( V!_1

!\2... ...iy+i

»\1... ...n\n

v ^

»\2... . . .?y +

1

= 0; (Ch. II. Prop. II. Cok.

i.e. .r
1
J'(-) n -'lD

1
= 0.

By a similar process it may be proved that

-.?v r(-)»-^2
= o,

&c:
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and, dividing these Equations throughout by V,

_(-)nD
1

, _ (-)wA „

®l — y *
x
2 — y >

8ce • j

and since, by hypothesis, F^O, these values are all finite.

Next, these values shall satisfy all the Equations

;

for let them be substituted in the Equation

ft\l.x
x + /i\2.x2 + + fi\n.xn + /i\n + 1 = 0;

then the left-hand side of this Equation will become

t^.{*\l.2)
1-*\2J>8 + (-)»-ij\n.D

H {-)*$\n + l.r};

and this = 0; (Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor, 2.

similarly it may be proved for any other of the Equations
;

.
•

. the Equations are consistent.

Also it is evident that, whatsoever values there are for the Variables,

they may be proved equal to -—~—
-
, &c.

;

.'. there is only one set of values for the Variables.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollary to Prop. I.

The values for the Variables may be briefly exhibited thus ;

—

x
x

: -#2 : &c. : (-1)" : : Dx
: B%

: &c. : V;

4-1, #1 —**
(
— l)**

wherein it is to be observed that, if any of the quantities Dl} D2 , I)
ri

be zero, the value of the corresponding Variable must also be zero.

* Prop.l. Thus,, in the Equations jj+ '{Iglo}. "• h»va —^ =—^ = —1—
;

|-l!-2|
|
S* — 2

1
fS* — 1

J

x -y 1 5
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PROPOSITIOiN II. Th.

If there be n Equations containing 7i + r Variables, and if

|F|^0: the Equations are consistent, and, if any non-evanescent

principal Minor of the F-Block be selected, the r Variables, whose

coefficients are not contained in it, may have arbitrary values

assigned to them ; and, for each such set of arbitrary values,

there is only one value for each of the remaining Variables.

Since \F\ ^ 0, the Equations must contain actually n at least of the

Variables.

Let a non-evanescent principal Minor of the F-Block be selected, and

let arbitrary values be given to the r Variables whose coefficients are not

contained in it

;

then there are n Equations, containing* n Variables, and such that their

F-Block does not vanish

;

.-. they are consistent, &c. (Pitop. I.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D f.

Corollary to Prop. II.

If the Equations be homogeneous, and if r = 1 j then, in every set of

values for the Variables, the values bear to each other one and the same set

of ratios.

For if the Determinants of the principal Minors of the i?-Block be

represented by B
x , A»+u it maybe proved, as in the last Proposition,

that

Do
&c.

(-)"*.+!

n« fl

i. e.
X

^35
=

y
' 70 35

1

35'

.". X = -1, y - 2, z = 1.

Again, in the Equations

3a;— y + 2 + 4 = 0,

x+Zy -5 = 0,

2x+ y -3c + 3 = 0.

we have

X -y z

-1, 1, 4

3, 0,-5
1,-3, 3

3, 1, 4

lj 0,-5
2,-3, 3

3,-1,
1, 3,-
2, 1,

-1

4

5

3

.

1

2

,-1, 1

, 3,

, 1,-3

t Prop. II. Thus, in the Equations

x— y— 2z+ v— 4 = 0,

Zx+2y + 4z-2v-r3 = 0,

we have L'
—

^=0: hence we may assign

arbitrary values to z and v ; let us assign to

them the values 0, 2 ; then we have

* = 1, y =-1.
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Proposition III. Th.

If there be n Equations contaming n — 1 Variables, and if

B ^z ; the Equations are inconsistent.

It is evident that the Equations cannot be all homogeneous, and that

they must contain actually all the Variables.

First, let n = 2.

Let the Equations be represented by

Now the quantity Q1
. 2~\l- Q2 . l\l

= l\l.a?.2\l + i\2.2\l

-2\l.^.l\l-2\2.l\lj

and, in this quantity, the first column = 0, and the other = — B

;

.
•

. the value for x, which makes Qx
= 0, cannot also make Q2

= 0.

Secondly, let n > 2.

Let the n Equations be represented by

i\i-<i

+

+ iy -!.*„_! + iy = qx
= o,

&c.

n\\.x
x + + n\n— 1 ..rn_ 1

-|- n\ii — Qn = ;

also let the Determinants of the principal Minors of the Block

«\i »y«— i ^

be represented by II
x ,

IIn .
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1

Now the quantity QvHl
-Q2H2 + ( -

)

n" 1 Q H . II

„

= l\l.arrSi + i\2.x2
.II

x + + f //.//,

- (2\l^.J5Ta + 2\2.*2
.H2 + + $\n-E2)

+ &c.

(_)"-i (n\l.xvHn +a\2.xyHn+ +n\n.ITn) ;

and, in this quantity, the first n— \ columns vanish;

(dr. II. Prop. III. Cor. 2.

and the last column is equal to + B

;

.-. Q 1
JI

1
-Q2

.Tr
2 + (-)^Q uJ[n = ±B

;

.-. it=£Oj

.*. whatsoever values for the Variables make Qlf Q n~i> each = 0,

these cannot also make Qn = 0.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *

Corollary to Prop. III.

If there be n Equations, not all homogeneous, containing n — r Variables,

and if \B\ ^0 : the Equations are inconsistent.

For then there must be among them u— r+1 Equations, not all homo-

geneous, containing n—r Variables, and such that the Determinant of their

whole Block does not vanish.

Proposition IV. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n Variables, and if

V= 0, but \B\ ^= : the Equations are inconsistent.

It is evident that the Equations cannot be all homogeneous, and that

they must contain actually n— 1 at least of the Variables.

* Prop. III. Thus the Equations

x + y-Z = 0,

2x+Zy-7 = 0,

x- y+2 = 0,

are inconsistent.
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First, let them contain actually only n — 1 of the Variables
;

(whence Fmust = 0).

Then, by the last Proposition, they are inconsistent.

Secondly, let them contain actually all the n Variables.

If possible, let there be a set of values for the Variables, and call them

i2 , &c;

then it may be proved, as in Proposition I, that

a.-V^i-yD,, -a2.F=(-TD.2} &c;

and, since F=0, these Equations become

=D
1
=R2

= &c;

||i?||=0, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition V. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n + r Variables, and if

||F|| = 0, but \B\^0: the Equations are inconsistent.

It is evident that the Equations cannot be all homogeneous, and that

they must contain actually n— 1 at least of the Variables.

First, let them contain actually only n — 1 of the Variables.

Then, by Proposition III, they are inconsistent.

Secondly, let them contain actually only n of the Variables.

Then, by Proposition IV, they are inconsistent.

Thirdly, let them contain actually more than n of the Vari-

ables.

Now, if possible, let them be consistent.

Since there is in the #-Block at least one principal Minor whose De-

terminant does not vanish, let the Variables, whose coefficients are contained
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in such a Minor, be placed first, and let the Equations, so arranged, be

represented by

i\l.a?j + + l\n— l.xn_ x + i\ti.A\ + l\w + l. ,rM+1 + . .

.

. . . + j\n+ r.xn+r + l\w + r + 1 = 0,

&c.

»\l.a?j + +n\n— \.ocn_ x + n\n.xn + n\n + l.a?w+1 + . .

.

. . . + n\n + r.xu+r + n\n + r+l = ;

so that

l\l j\n-l,j\n+r + l

?tO; let it = C;

n\l ii\ti— l,n\ ti + r + 1

now let the values, belonging to the r Variables xH+1 ,
rnyr , be-

then the Equations become

l\l.a?! + . . . + l"\ w -!. .?•„_! + j\n.xn + (j\n+l.dn+1 + ... + f\ » + r + l ) = 0,

&c.

»\l.a?! + . . . + r\n— l.a?B_3
+ n\n.x„ + (n\n+ l.an+1 + ...+ n\ n + r + 1

)
=0

,

and, in these Equations,

l\l i\«-l, (lV + l.q„ +1 + + i\»+.r + l
)

Bm =

n\\ n\n—l, (n\n + l.aw+1+ + >i\ h + r + l
j

f\i i\w -i,i\^4-i

;A 1 ii\n— l
}
ii\n + l

a n + l +

••• +

l\l j\»-l,l\»+ r + l

n\l ii\n— l,n\ji + r + 1

G 2

(Ch. II. Ax. II.
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and, since ||F"||=0, each of these Determinants vanishes, excepting the

last, which = C

;

.-. &n = C;

.-. there are n Equations, containing- n Variables, and such that, in

them, T=0, but \B\ =£0;

.-. they are inconsistent. (Prop. IV.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition VI. Th.

If there be 2 Equations containing Variables ; and if ||i?|| =
the Equations are identical.

Let the 2 Equations contain m Variables, and bo represented by

1 yl.a?!+ l\2..r
2 + + i\m.z„ + f\ m+ 1 = Qx

= 0,

2\1^! + 2\2..r
2+ +2 sm.xm 4 2 ,m y 1 = Q2

= ;

i\i, iy+i
so that

Since

2\1, 2\m+l

\hV\2

= 0.

2\l,2\2

.-. l\l.2\2 = 2\l.l\2;

.-. l\l : 2
\J : : l\2 : 2\2 : :

(by symmetry) &c. ; ;
~\\m + l : 2\w + l ;

\\k:l (say)
;

.'. Qx : Q2 :: A: i>

.-. whatsoever values for the Variables make Qx
= 0, these also make

Q2
= ; and whatsoever values make Q2

= 0, these also make Q ±
= 0.

.
•

. the Equations are identical.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollary to Prop. VI.

If there be n Equations containing Variables ; and if there be one

of them such that, when it is taken along with each of the remaining Equa-

tions successively, each pair of Equations, so formed, has its 5-Block eva-

nescent : the n Equations are identical.
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Proposition VII. Th.

If there be 2 Equations containing Variables ; and if \B\ =£ :

the Equations are not identical.

Let the Equations contain m Variables.

Now, if possible, let them be identical
;

.-. they are consistent, and there are, among- the Variables, m— 1 to

which arbitrary values may be assigned ; (Ax. IV.

but, if \V\ =£ 0, there are only m— 2 Variables to which arbitrary values

may be assigned; (Prop. II.

which is absurd

;

and, if
||
T|| = 0, the Equations are inconsistent

;
(Props. Ill, IV, V.

. . in either case, they are not identical.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition VIII. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n — 1 Variables ; and if

there be among them n— 1 Equations, which have their F-Block

not evanescent; and if B = : the Equations are consistent; and

there is only one set of values for the Variables ; and the re-

maining Equation is dependent on these n — 1 Equations.

Let a set of n — 1 Equations, having their T-Block not evanescent, be

placed first, and let the n Equations, so arranged, be represented by

l\l •#! + + l\ft -!..?„_! + 1\« = Q l
=0,

&c.

^l..r
1 + + n\n— l.afn^j + n >/ = Q„ = 0;

so that the first n— 1 of these Equations are consistent ; and there is only

one set of values for the Variables. (Prop. I.

First, let the n Equations be all homogeneous
;

(whence B
must = 0).

Then they ma}r be satisfied by assigning to each Variable the value zero;

(Ax. [.

and these values satisfy the last Equation.
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Secondly, let the n Equations be not all homogeneous.

Let the Determinants of the principal Minors of the Block

"l\l 1~V-1 "

n\l n\n-l

be represented by H
x ,

Hn ; so that Hn^0.

Then it may be proved, as in Proposition III, that

Q 1
.H

1
-Q2

.H, + (-r-'Qn.Hn = ± B;

.'. it = 0;

.-. those values for the Variables, which make Q^, Qn-n each = 0,

the same also make Qn.IIn= ;

but ffH ^0;
. . these values make Qn = ;

.
•

. the n Equations are consistent, and the last is dependent on the

others.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollary to Prop. VIII.

If there be n Equations containing n — r Variables ; and if there be

among them n— r Equations, which have their F-Block not evanescent;

and if, when these n— r Equations are taken along with each of the re-

maining Equations successively, each set of u— r + 1 Equations, so formed,

has its _5-Block evanescent : the Equations are consistent ; and there is only

one set of values for the Variables ; and the remaining Equations are de-

pendent on these n— 1 Equations.

For then those values for the Variables, which satisfy such a set of

n—r Equations, satisfy also each of the remaining Equations.

Proposition IX. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n Variables ; and if

there be among them n — \ Equations, which have their F-Block

not evanescent ; and if ||Z?|| = : the Equations are consistent

;

and, if any non-evanescent principal Minor of the F-Block of

these n—1 Equations be selected, the Variable, whose coefficients
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are not contained in it, may have an arbitrary value assigned

to it ; and, for each such arbitrary value, there is only one set

of values for the other Variables ; and the remaining Equation

is dependent on these n — 1 Equations.

It is evident that the Equations must contain actually n— 1 at least

of the Variables.

First, let them contain actually only n — 1 of the Variables.

Then the Equations are consistent, and there is only one set of values

for the Variables. (Prop. VIII.

Also, an arbitrary value may be given to the Variable which is not

actually contained in them.

Secondly, let them contain actually all the Variables.

Let a set of n—1 Equations, such as satisfy the hypothesis, be selected;

and let a non-evanescent principal Minor of their F-Block be selected ; and

let the remaining- Equation be taken along with them; and let the n— 1

Variables, whose coefficients are contained in this Minor, be placed first in

all the n Equations, and let the n Equations, so arranged, be represented by

l\La?! -|- + l\n -l.xn_ x
+ l\».a?„ + j\n+

1

= 0,

&c.

»—l\jL*i+ + »— i\«— l..rn_j + n— t\n.xn +m—

l

\n+ 1 = 0,

w\l.a?! + + n\ti— l.a?n_j + n\n.xn + ?\n + 1 = 0.

Now let an arbitrary value be assigned to the Variable x„ ; and call

then the Determinant of the B- Block of the n Equations

i\i, . . . i\w.-i,
(
i\>i.a + i\;/ + i

)

1\1, 1>

;A 1 ii\ii

n\l, . . . n\n— 1, (n\ii.a + n\n + l\

.a+ \

n\l . . . n\ii— 1 , )i\ii + 1

0, by hypothesis
;
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.*. there are n Equations, containing- n— 1 Variables, and such that

their i?-Block is evanescent, but n— 1 of them have their T-Block not

evanescent

;

.-. they are consistent, and there is only one set of values for the

Variables, and the last Equation is dependent on the others. (Prop. VIII.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollary to Prop. IX.

If there be n Equations containing- n + r Variables ; and if there be

among them n— 1 Equations, which have their V- Block not evanescent;

and if ||2?||=0: the Equations are consistent; and, if any non-evanescent

principal Minor of the F-Block of these n— 1 Equations be selected, the

r + 1 Variables, whose coefficients are not contained in it, may have arbitrary

values assigned to them ; and, for each such set of arbitrary values, there

is only one set of values for the other Variables ; and the remaining Equa-

tion is dependent on these n— 1 Equations.

Proposition X. Th.

If there be n Equations, containing n Variables ; and if

there be among them n—k Equations, which have their V-Block

not evanescent ; and if, when these n — k Equations are taken

along with each of the remamhig Equations successively, each

set of n — k + 1 Equations, so formed, has its j5-Block evanescent

(whence also ||Z?|| = 0) : the Equations are consistent; and, if

any non-evanescent principal Minor of the F-Block of these

n — k Equations be selected, the k Variables, whose coefficients are

not contained in it, may have arbitrary values assigned to them

;

and, for each such set of arbitrary values, there is only one set

of values for the other Variables; and the remaining Equations

are dependent on these n — k Equations.

It is evident that the Equations must contain actually n— k at least of

the Variables.
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First, let them contain actually only n — k of the Variables.

Then they are consistent; and there is only one set of values for the

Variables; and the remaining k Equations are dependent on these n— k

Equations

;

(Prop. VIII. Cor.

also arbitrary values may be given to the k Variables which are not

actually contained in the given Equations.

Secondly, let them contain actually more than n—k of the

Variables.

Let a set of n— k Equations, such as satisfy the hypothesis, be selected

;

and let a non-evanescent principal Minor of their T-Block be selected ; and

let one of the remaining Equations be taken along with them ; and let the

n— k Variables, whose coefficients are contained in this Minor, be placed

first in these n— k + \ Equations; and let these n— k + 1 Equations, so

arranged, be represented by

j\l.*i + . . . + J\n—LzH_ t + J\n-k + l .?„_jl+1 + ... + i\n^ + J\» + l = 0,

&c.

n

—

JUjj + ... +n—k\11— k.xn_ k + n—

k

\n—k+1 ..?„_ i+1+ . .

.

... + n— fi ,n ,xn +n—& K
>i + 1 = 0,

n— k + fyi.a'! + . • + n—k + f\n— k.vn_ k + n—k + f\ n— k + l .^„_ fc+1 + • •

... + n— k + l\ji.x
lt + n— k + 1 ^n+ 1 = 0.

Now let arbitrary values be assigned to the Variables a?«_t+1 , &c.

;

.*. there are n— k + 1 Equations, containing %—h Variables, and there

are among them n—k Equations, which have their /""-Block not evanescent,

and it may be proved, as in the last Proposition, that the Determinant of

their J5-Block is evanescent;

.*. they are consistent, and there is only one set of values for the

Variables; and the n— k + T\
th Equation is dependent on these n — k Equa-

tions ; (Prop. VIII.

also, if any other of the remaining Equations be substituted fur this

n— k+ l\
th Equation, the same thing may be proved.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

H
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Corollary to Prop. X.

If there be n Equations, containing- n -\- r Variables ; and if there be

among- them n—h Equations, which have their F-Block not evanescent;

and if, when these n— k Equations are taken along with each of the remaining

Equations successively, each set of n —k+1 Equations, so formed, has its

i?-Block evanescent (whence also ||I?||=0): the Equations are consistent;

and, if any non-evanescent principal Minor of the F-Block of these n—k
Equations be selected, the k-\-r Variables, whose coefficients are not con-

tained in it, may have arbitrary values assigned to them ; and, for each

such set of arbitrary values, there is only one set of values for the other

Variables; and the remaining Equations are dependent on these n— k

Equations.

Proposition XL Th.

If there be n homogeneous Equations, containing n Variables
;

and if B = : there is, for the Variables, a set of values of which

2 at least are actual. And, of the n Equations, one at least is

dependent on the rest.

For, if there be among them n— 1 Equations which have their T-Block

not evanescent, there is one Variable to which an arbitrary value may be

assigned; (Prop. IX.

let an actual value be assigned to this Variable ;

then at least one other Variable has an actual value

;

(Ax. II.

and the remaining Equation is dependent on these n—1 Equations.

(Prop. IX.

But, if every n— 1 of them have their /*-Block evanescent, and if the

greatest number of them, which have their T-Block not evanescent, be n— k

(so that k > 1), then there are /• Variables to which arbitrary values may be

assigned

;

(Prop. X.

that is, there are 2 at least to which actual values may be assigned

;

and the remaining k Equations are dependent on these n — k Equations.

(Prop. X.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.
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Corollary to Prop. XI.

If there be n homogeneous Equations, containing n— r Variables \ and

if ||^||=0: there is, for the Variables, a set of values of which 2 at least

are actual. And, of the n Equations, r+1 at least are dependent on the

rest.

Proposition XII. Th.

If there be n homogeneous Equations containing more thai)

n Variables : there is, for the Variables, a set of values, of which

2 at least are actual.

First, let there be one of the Equations such that, when it is taken

along with each of the others successively, each pair of Equations, so formed,

has its V-Block evanescent

;

then the n Equations are identical

;

(Prop. VI. Cor.

.-". there are at least n Variables, to which arbitrary values may be

assigned; (Ax. 1 V .

and one of these values may be actual

;

.-. at least one other may have an actual value. (Ax. II.

Secondly, let there be h of the Equations, where k is one of the numbers

2. ..7i— 1, which have their T-Block not evanescent, and are such that,

when they are taken along with each of the others successively, the se1 of

fc+1 Equations, so formed, has its 7"-Block evanescent

;

then there are at least n—k+1 Variables, to which arbitrary value-

may be assigned; (Prop. II.

that is, there are at least 2 such Variables

;

and these values may be actual.

Thirdly, let the n Equations have their T- Block not evanescent

;

then there is at least one Variable, to which an arbitrary value may be

assigned; (Prop. II.

and this value ma)' be actual

;

.-. at least one other may have an actual value. (Ax. II.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q B. D,

H 2



CHAPTEE III. {Continued.)

SECTION II

Properties of Equations under given conditions of consistency.

Proposition XIII. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n — 1 Variables ; and if

they be consistent : B = 0.

For if not, let B =£ ;

then they are inconsistent

;

(Prop. III.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D,

Corollary to Prop. XIII.

If there be n Equations containing n— r Variables; and if they be

consistent: ||.Z?||=0.

Proposition XIV. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n Variables ; and if they

be consistent ; and if V= : then ||i?|| = 0.

For if not, let \B\ =£ ;

then the Equations are inconsistent

;

(Pkop. IV.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.
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Corollary to Prop. XIV.

If there be n homogeneous Equations containing- n + 1 Variables ; and

if there be, for the Variables, a set of values of which one is actual ; and

if, when that column of the F-Block, which contains such a Variable, is

omitted, the remaining Block be evanescent : then the whole F-Block is

evanescent.

For the Variable, whose coefficients are contained in that column, may-

be considered as constant, and the rest as Variables.

Proposition XV Th.

If there be n Equations containing n + r Variables ; and

if they be consistent ; and if ||F|| = : then U2?||
= 0.

For if not, let \B\ =£ ;

then the Equations are inconsistent

;

(Prop. V.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollary to Prop. XV.

If there be n homogeneous Equations containing n + r Variables ; and

if there be, for the Variables, a set of values of which one is actual; and

if, when that column of the F-Block, which contains such a Variable, is

omitted, the remaining Block be evanescent : then the whole /'-Block is

evanescent.

For the Variable, whose coefficients are contained in that column, may

be considered as constant, and the rest as Variables.

Proposition XVI. Th.

If there be 2 Equations containing Variables ; and if they

be identical: ||i?|| = 0.

For if not, let \B\ =£ ;

then the Equations are not identical

;

(Prop. VII.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D,
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Proposition XVII. Th.

If there be n Equations containing n Variables ; and if they

be consistent, and there be one Variable to which an arbitrary value

may be assigned : ||Z?|| = 0.

Let the Variable, to which an arbitrary value may be assigned, he placed

last, and let the Equations, so arranged, he represented by

i\l.*! + + l\»— l-^n-l + i\»-ff«+ Ai+l = °>

&c.

«YLafj + 4- 'ii\n— \ .xn_i + n\n.xn+ ?A?H-1 = ;

and call the Determinants of the principal Minors of their 2?-Block,

Now, if possible, let \B\ ^ 0.

Dx> ...Bni r.

Eirst, if possible, let Dn ^ ;

let xn have the arbitrary value zero assigned to it
;

then there are n Equations containing n— 1 Variables, and such that

in them B ^ ;

.'. they are inconsistent

;

(Prop. III.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

.-. BH = 0.

Secondly, if possible, let T
r
=fc ;

let xn have the arbitrary value, 1, assigned to it
;

then there are n Equations containing n— 1 Variables, and such that the

Determinant of their _5-Block

1\1. ,l\n-l,[l\n + l\n+l

n\l n\n—l
} (n\n + n\n 4- 1\

l\l n\n

.\i.

i\i i\»-i,i\w+i

n\l n\j/. — l, u\ii 4-

1

0~
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.-. itgfcO;

.-. the Equations are inconsistent

;

which is contrary to the hypothesis

;

.-. F=Q;
• P||=0.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

(Prop. III.

(Prop. XIV.

Proposition XVIII. Tn.

If there be n Equations, containing n + r Variables ; and

if they be consistent, and there be r + 1 Variables to which

arbitrary values may be assigned : ||7>|| = 0.

Let the r+1 Variables, to which arbitrary values may be assigned, be

placed last, and let the Equations, so arranged, be represented by

i\ljr, + + lV-1 .#„_!+ l\».a?w+ + J\n + r. .rn+r + l\»+r+l = 0,

&c.

n\ 1 .xx
4- + n\n—l .a'n_ 1 + n\n.xn + + n \n+ r.xn+ r + n\n+r+l = 0.

Now, if possible, let \B\ ^ 0.

1\1 i\«-i, i\« + r+i

First, if possible, let

»\l n\?i— l, n\n +r+l

*0;

let xu ,
xn+r have the arbitrary value zero assigned to each of them

;

then there are n Equations containing n— \ Variables, and such that,

in them, B gfc j

.-. the Equations are inconsistent

;

(Prop. III.

which is contrary to the hypothesis
;

.-. this Determinant = 0.

i\i i\»-i, i\«+£

Secondly, if possible, let : :

n\l ?i\n— 1, n\?i + k

wherein k is some one of Hie numbers 0. 1, ... r

;

^0
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let sen+h have the arbitrary value, 1, assigned to it; and let each other

of the Variables xni xn+r have the arbitrary value zero assigned to it

;

then there are n Equations containing n— 1 Variables, and such that their

.B-Block

f\l i\»-l,(i\»+ *+ l\ w + r+l
)

ii\l n\ n—\,[ n\n+ k + n\n + r + l)

i\i i\»-U\»+*

»\l n\n— l,n\ n+ k

l\l j\n-\,j\n+ k

n\l n\n— \
}
n\n+h

l\l l\w-l,lV+ y + l

?r\l u\n— \,n\n + r + l

+ 0;

(Prop. III.

.-. itgtO;

,
• . the Equations are inconsistent

;

which is contrary to the hypothesis
;

.-. the square Blocks, formed by taking- the first n— 1 columns along

with each of the next r-\- 1 columns successively, are all evanescent

;

that is, all the principal Minors of the F-Block, containing its first

7i— 1 columns, are evanescent.

Thirdly, let

l\l j\»-2,i\»+ *,i\w + r+ l

n\\ n\n — 2,u\n + k,n\u -f r+

1

wherein k is some one of the numbers 0, 1, . . . r :

^0;

let each of the Variables osn ,
... .rH+r , except .rn+k , have the arbitrary value

zero assigned to it ; and let xn-1 have a possible value assigned to it, and

call this value " a"

;

then there are n Equations containing n— 1 Variables, and such that

their J5-Block
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l\l lV-2,i\w+*J(lV-l.q+lV+r + i
)

n\\ n\n— 2,n\n+ h, (n\n— 1 .a+ «"
\)if''+ l

)

i\i . . . . . . i\»-2,i\«+/:,i\»-i

:.t

?A 1 >i\»— 2,n\n + k,n\n— 1

l\l i\«-2,l\n+^i\»+r+

1

?A

1

n\ n— 2,n\n + l;n\n+ r +

1

+ do.

;

. •
. the Equations are inconsistent

;

(Prop. III.

which is contrary to the hypothesis ;

.-. the square Blocks, formed by taking- the first u— 2 columns, along

with one of the columns from the »th to the n+r\th, and with the last column,

are all evanescent

;

and the same thing- may be proved for any n— 2 of the first n— 1

columns

;

.•. the square Blocks, formed by taking any // — 2 of the first n— \

columns, along with any one of the next r+1 columns, and with the last

column, are all evanescent.

Fourthly, let

l\l j\*-2j\n+i, i\n + /

n\l n\ii— 2,?Aw -f k,n\n+l

=£0

wherein k and I are any 2 of the numbers 0, 1, ... r

;

let %n+ i
have the arbitrary value, 1, assigned to it ; and let each of the

other Variables a?w,... $n+rJ except ®n+i, have the arbitrary value zero assigned

to it ; and let the Variable .r„_
1
have a possible value assigned to it, and call

this value " a" ;

then there are n Equations containing // — 1 Variables, and such that

their 7?-Block
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l\l i\n- 2,t\n + k, ( l\w-l.g+ l\n + r+l 4 j\n + /
)

n\l nVii — 2,n\n + kjn\n — 1 .a+ n\n -f r+ 1 -j- «\w +
/J

l\l i\w-2,i\w+ ^l"\w + r+ll\l l\»- 2, l\»+ *, l\n-l

«\l a\»— 2}
n\n + k,n\n — 1

a+

;A 1 «\ «— 2
}
n\ii + k,n\n+ r + 1

l\l 1\m-2,i\»4-^,i\« + ^

»\l »\ n — 2,n\ii + 7i-,n\n + I

+ do.

.-. the Equations are inconsistent; (Prop. III.

which is contrary to the hypothesis
;

.*. the square Blocks, formed by taking the first u— 2 columns along*

with any 2 of the columns from the nth to the n -f r\
th

, are all evanescent

;

and the same thing may be proved for any n — 2 of the first n — 1

columns

;

.-. the square Blocks, formed by taking any n— 2 of the first n— 1

columns along with any 2 of the next r+1 columns, are all evanescent;

that is, all the principal Minors of the F-Block, containing n— 2 of its

first n— 1 columns, are evanescent.

The same thing may be proved for n— 3 of these columns, for n— 4>

of them, and so on; and finally for all principal Minors, of the T-Block,

not containing any of its first n—1 columns.

Therefore ||7*||=0.

Therefore
||5 1|

= 0. (Prop. XV.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.
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Proposition XIX. Th.

If there be n homogeneous Equations, containing n Variables
;

and if there be a set of values, for the Variables, which are not

all zero (so that at least 2 of them are actual) : then V= 0.

For if not, let F^=0;

then the values for the Variables are all zero
; (Pkop. I. Cor.

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollary to Prop. XIX.

If there be n homogeneous Equations, containing- n— r Variables; and

if there be a set of values, for the Variables, which are not all zero (so

that at least 2 of them are actual): then ||F||=0.

I 2



CHAPTEE IV.

TESTS FOR CONSISTENCY OF EQUATIONS.

Definitions.

I.

If there be a condition, or set of conditions, such that, when
it is all fulfilled, a certain other condition is also fulfilled : it is

said to be a sufficient test of that other condition.

II.

And if it be such that, when any part of it is not fulfilled,

a certain other condition is not fulfilled : it is said to be a

necessary test of that other condition.

Convention.

When a condition, or set of conditions, is said to be a test

of a certain other condition, let it be understood that it is suffi-

cient and necessary, unless it be otherwise stated.

Proposition I. Th.

If there be 2 conditions, whereof the first is a test of the

second : the second is likewise a test of the first.

Since the first is a sufficient test of the second
;

.
•

. if the first he fulfilled, so is the second
;
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.
•

. if the second be not fulfilled, neither is the first

;

.
•

. the second is a necessary test of the first.

Again, since the first is a necessary test of the second
;

. • . if the first he not fulfilled, neither is the second
;

.
•

. if the second be fulfilled, so is the first
;

.

•

. the second is a sufficient test of the first.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition II. Th.

If there be given n Equations, not all homogeneous, contain-

ing Variables : a test for their being consistent is that either,

first, there is one of them such that, when it is taken along

with each of the remaining Equations successively, each pair of

Equations, so formed, has its i?-Block evanescent ; or, secondly,

there are m of them, where m is one of the numbers 2 n,

which contain at least m Variables, and have their F-Block not

'evanescent, and are such that, when they are taken along with

each of the remaining Equations successively, each set of Equa-

tions, so formed, has its B-Block evanescent.

Let the test be fulfilled ;

in the first case, the Equations are identical

;

(Cm III. Prop. \ I.

in the second, they are consistent

;

(Ch. III. Props. I, II, IX. X

.-. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled

;

then there are 2 or more of the Equations, which have their /-Block

evanescent, but not their I?-Block ;

.-. these Equations are inconsistent; (Ch. III. Props. Ill, IV, V.

the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *

* Prop. II. From this Proposition we may

deduce a general process for analysing a set of

Equations containing Variables. As, however,

in the practical application of such a process,

it is necessary to test the evanescence of certain

Blocks, and as we have at present 11" con-

venient method of doing th s. the sut.ject is

deferred till we come to the Chapter on 'Tests

of Evanescence of Blocks.
1
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Proposition III. Th.

If there be given 2 Equations containing Variables : a test

for their being identical is that ||i?|| = 0.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the Equations are identical

;

(Ch. III. Prop. VI.

it is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled
j

in the case where ||r||=0, the Equations are inconsistent;

(Ch. III. Props. Ill, IV, V.

in the case where \V\ ^ 0, they are not identical
;

(Ch. III. Prop. VII.

.-. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition IV Th.

If there be given n homogeneous Equations, containing not

more than n Variables ; a test for there being, for the Variables,

a set of values which are not all zero (so that at least 2 of

them are actual) is that ||F||=*0.

Let the test be fulfilled
;

then there is such a set of values
;

(Ch. III. Prop. XI.

.-. it is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled

;

then there is only one set of values for the Variables
; (Ch. III. Prop. I.

and these must each be zero

;

(Ch. III. Ax. II.

the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.



CHAPTER V.

ANALYSIS OF BLOCKS.

SECTION I.

Evanescence of Blocks under given conditu

Proposition I Th.

If, in a square Block, the oblong Block, consisting of 2 or

more of its rows or columns, be evanescent : the first Block is

also evanescent.

First, let the evanescent oblong- Block consist of rows.

Let the rows which constitute it be placed last

;

now the Determinant of the first Block may be resolved into terms,

each consisting of one of the Elements of the first row, multiplied by the

Determinant of one of the principal Minors of the oblong Block formed

by erasing the first row; (Ch. II. Peop. I. Cor. 1.

and each of these Determinants may be in like manner resolved into

terms, each containing as a factor the Determinant of one of the principal

Minors of the oblong Block formed by erasing the first two row-
;
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and this process may be repeated, until finally the Determinant of the

first Block is resolved into terms, each containing- as a factor the Determinant

of one of the principal Minors of the evanescent oblong- Block
;

but each of these vanishes by hypothesis

;

.
•

. the Determinant of the whole Block vanishes.

Similarly, if the evanescent oblong Block consists of columns.

Therefore, if in a squai'e Block, &c. Q. E. D *.

Corollary to Prop. I.

If, in an oblong- Block, the oblong Block, consisting of 2 or more of

its longitudinals, be evanescent : the first Block is also evanescent.

Proposition II. Th.

If there be an oblong Block, having one of its secondary

Minors not evanescent ; and if, of its principal Minors, each one,

which contains that secondary Minor, be evanescent: the whole

Block is evanescent.

Call the length of the Block n+r, and its width n.

Let the Block be so placed that its laterals are rows, and let the longi-

tudinals, which contain the non-evanescent Minor, be placed first; and let

each of these longitudinals be multiplied throughout by the symbol of a

Variable ; and let each lateral be equated to zero ; and let the u+ r Equa-

tions, so formed, be represented by

fab c d^l
M •

7 ;

* Prop. I. Thus, if, in the square Block j e f q h , it be given that |

3 h l '" 11=0

]j Vim r
\\npqr I

the whole Block is evanescent

a h c rl ~]

j 1c I m

P (1

n p q r

k I m — b . j t m \ +&c.

p q r
I

v q r
\

-f-\l1\—-\l~\+»-
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f\l.j», + + i\n-l.xn_ 1 + f\n = 0,

&c.

n + ?\1&1 + + n + r\n— l.xn_ 1 + n + r\n = ;

then there are n + r Equations, containing n— 1 Variables; and there

are among them n— 1 Equations, which have their F-Block not evanescent;

and, when such a set of n— 1 Equations is selected and taken along with each

of the remaining Equations successively, each set of n Equations, so formed,

has its _5-Block evanescent

;

.
•

. the n+ r Equations are consistent; (Ch. III. Prop. VIII. Cor.

.
•

. their i?-Block is evanescent. (Chap. III. Prop. XIII. Cor.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D*.

Proposition III. Th.

If there be a Block, having one of its Minors of the kth

degree, where k is less than the degree of a secondary Minor,

not evanescent ; and if, of the oblong Blocks formed from it by

selecting k + 1 of its longitudinals, each one, which contains that

non-evanescent Minor, be evanescent : every other oblong Block,

so formed, is evanescent. And the same is true of its laterals.

Call the two dimensions of the Block l m' and ' ?i\

Let the Block be placed in either position, and let the k rows, and

also the k columns, which contain the non-evanescent Minor, be placed first

;

and let each of the columns, except the last, be multiplied throughout by

the symbol of a Variable ; and let each row be equated to zero ; and let the

Equations, so formed, be represented by

f" n b c d~\
* Prop. II. Thus, if, in the oblong Block < e f g h ^ , it be given that ,

"

U & I m]
a b d b c d I

e f h =0, and f g h =0 : the whole Block is evanescent.

j k VI I; I in
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l\_lupj[ + + f\k.x
k+ + f\m— 1 . asm_1+ i\in = 0,

&c.

I\l .fl?!+ + A^-rt+ + ^V^
— 1 • 'Tm-1 + ^\« = 0,

*+i\iup1 + +*+i\*.*j+ +*+i\j»— !.*„,_! -f-T+i\m = o,

&c.

«\l .a?!4 -f ^\h.x% + + n\m— 1 . xm_1 -f »\fl& = ;

where ?« is > , =, or <# ; and where

1\1 lU-

Ah i\^

* 0;

then the first k+ 1 Equations contain m— 1 Variables, and there are

among- them h Equations whose F-Block is not evanescent ; and the _5-Bloek

of these k -f 1 Equations is evanescent

;

also, since m— 1 > Jc, .
•

. m— 1 < /£ + 1

.

First, let ^—1 = /-+1

;

then the Equations are consistent; and the Variable xm_l
may have an

arbitrary value assigned to it; and the £ + l|th Equation is dependent on

the first h Equations ; (Ch. III. Prop. IX.

also, if any of the remaining Equations be substituted for the £+ l|th

Equation, the same thing may be proved ;

.-. the n Equations are consistent, and the Variable xm_t
may have an

arbitrary value assigned to it

;

:
•

. if any set of k+ 1 Equations be selected, the same thing is true

of them
;

.-. any such set has its B-Block evanescent. (Ch. III. Prop. XVII.

Secondly, let m— 1 = k + 1 -f- r ;

then the Equations are consistent ; and the r + 1 Variables, xk+1 , ... osm_li

may have arbitrary values assigned to them; and the Z--fl|th Equation is

dependent on the first k Equations
; (Ch. III. Prop. IX. Cor.

also, if any of the remaining Equations be substituted for the £+l|th

Equation, the same thing may be proved

;
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.
•

. the n Equations are consistent, and these r + 1 Variables may have

arbitrary values assigned to them
;

.-. if any set of fc+1 Equations be selected, the same thing is true

of them

;

.•. any such set has its 2?-Block evanescent. (Cn. III. Prop. XVIII.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *.

Corollary to Prop. III.

If there be a Block, having one of its Minors of the kth degree not

evanescent, where k is less than the degree of a secondary Minor ; and if,

of its Minors of the £+l|th degree, each one, which contains that non-

evanescent Minor, be evanescent : every other Minor of that degree is eva-

nescent.

Proposition IV. Th.

If there be a Block containing 2 rows and 2 or more columns
;

and if, in every column, the 1 st term bear to the 2nd a constant

ratio: the Block is evanescent.

Let the Block be represented by

( Hi a2> a n )
,

( bl} b2 , h*
and let it be given that

a, : b, &c.

«j = kbj, a2
= kb

2 , &c.

«>. hi

k: 1 (say)

a
i = W.i

fa b c d e~]

* Prop. 111. Thus, if, in the Block i { 9 h
*

k
I , it be giv

1 t 111 11 j) Q

[_ r s t a r J

f 9 h j h [I
|
a b c

I m ,i j, i/ =0 : tlien

r 8 ( " V

en that I

h ,;

J=0, and that

a b c d e
j

/ g h j k \\= 0, and
I in a p q

f rj hj k ^0, and
r s t u >

a B c </ <

/ hi a i> q
is t u r

K 2
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now
j

X>
'

2'"
' * = 0, since every principal Minor of this Block,

if its first row be divided by /£, has 2 rows identical

;

that is, II?
1 ' y aA = 0.

II h> K hn II

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition V. Th.

If there be a Block containing 3 rows and 3 or more columns
;

and if, in every column, the difference between the 1 st and 2nd terms

bears to the 3rd term a constant ratio : the Block is evanescent.

a
i, ®2> O

Let the Block be represented by < blt b
2

and let it be

given that

(«!—#!) : c
x : : (a2-b2)

: c2 : : &c. : : (an-bn) : cn ;

::(*:l(say);

.'. (a
x
— b

x )
= kc

x , (a2—b2)
= hc

2 , &c, {an—bn) = kcn ;

kclf kc
2 ,

kc
r

blf b
2 ,

bn = 0, since every principal Minor of this Block,

c
x , c2 ,

if its 1 st row be divided by k, has 2 rows identical

;

that is,

^1) v2> L

',, adding to the terms of the 1st row those of the 2nd,

hi h> K = 0. (Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 3.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q.E,D.
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Proposition VI. Th. *

If there be a Block containing 3 rows and 3 or more columns
;

and if, in every column, the difference between the 1 st and 2nd

terms bears to the difference between the 2nd and 3rd a constant

ratio : the Block is evanescent.

Let the Block be represented by < b1} b
2 , b

n and let it be

given that

K-^i) : (h-Cx) ' fa-h) '• (h~ c
2) : : &c :

': (a n-bn ) : (b n -c„) j

r : h : 1 (say)

;

.
•

. (a
1
-b

1 )
= k (61

- cj, (a2- b2) = h (b2
-<?

2), &c., (aw-

6

n) = h {bn
- cn) ;

k (b
x
— cj, k(b2— c2), k (bn— c„)

(bi— Cj), {^2~ c2)> (bn
~ cn)\ — 0, since every principal

Minor of this Block, if its 1 st row be divided by k, has 2 rows identical

(
ax~h)> {

a2~h)> (<*»—&») II

that is,

Cl> C2> Cn) ,,

.*., adding to the terms of the 1st row those of the 2nd and 3rd, and to

the terms of the 2nd row those of the 3rd

a\y a
2 , ... ...«„

K, b
2 ,.. ...bn

ci> c
2 ,

... ... cn

0.

Therefore, if there be, &c.

(Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 3.

Q. E. D.



C H A P T E E V, {Continued.)

SECTION II.

Properties of Blocks under given conditions of evanescence.

Proposition VII. Th.

If there be a Block containing 2 rows and 2 or more columns

;

and if it be evanescent : then, in every column, the first term

bears to the second a constant ratio.

Let the Block be represented by \ *' 2 '
/" { '

. . I

*\> a
% I _ o •

7 7 " 7

.•. a
x
b
2
= a

2
b
x ;

. fi _ ch_ .

* '

bx
- 62

>

.-. a1 :61 ::a2 :b2 :: (by symmetry) &c. : : an : bn .

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition VIII. Th.

If there be a Block containing 3 rows and 3 or more columns ;

and if, in one of its columns, the 1 st and 2nd terms be equal and

the 3rd zero ; and if it be evanescent : then, in every colunm, the

difference between the 1 st and 2nd terms bears to the 3rd term a

constant ratio.
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Hi a*> *

Let the Block be represented by -l bl} b2 ,
h > ;

c„ ft,,

al} a2 ,
h

K> h> A

ci> c2>

subtracting- from the terms of the 1st row those of the 2nd,

b
x ,

b
2 , h

c-,, ft,,

; (Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 3.

.. I (<h-h)> (V*d
| = (Ch> il Prop . t

. Cor . 2 .

(Prop. VII.

ft> I

. (a^—

*

1
):c

1 ::(aa— 62)'.c2 ;

{H-K) • c3 ; (by symmetry)

::&c.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition IX. Th.

If there be a Block containing 3 rows and 3 or more columns
;

and if, in one of its columns, the 3 terms be equal ; and if the

Block be evanescent : then, in every column, the difference between

the 1 st and 2nd terms bears to the difference between the 2nd and

3rd a constant ratio.

Let the Block be represented by

a lf a
2 ,

a1} «
2 , h

h> /y

L" h \

c
i>

c
2 >

It

0;
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.-., subtracting from the terms of the 1st row those of the 2nd, and from

the terms of the 2nd those of the third,

l^-q), (b2 -c.2)\

(
ax-h) - {

hi~ c
i)

0;

(Ch. II. Pkop. III. Cor. 3.

(Ch. II. Prop. I. Cor. 2.

:(a
2 -b,):(b2

-cj;

: (a
3
-6

3)
: (£3

-c
3 ) ;

(by symmetry)

:&c.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition X. Th.

If there be an oblong Block, whose length exceeds its breadth

by unity ; and if one of its principal Minors be non-evanescent :

at least one other is also non-evanescent.

In the lateral, which is not included in the non-evanescent principal

Minor, let an actual term be selected ; and let the Elements of the longitudinal,

which contains the selected term, be each multiplied by the Determinant of

the Minor formed by erasing the lateral containing that Element

;

then the sum of these products, affected with + and — alternately, is

zero

;

(Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 2.

.
•

. if one of them be actual, at least one other is actual

;

.*. at least one other principal Minor of the oblong Block is non-

evanescent.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.



CHAPTER VI.

TESTS FOE EVANESCENCE OF BLOCKS.

Proposition I. Th.

If there be given an oblong Block, having one of its secondary

Minors not evanescent ; a test of its being evanescent is that, of

its principal Minors, each one, which contains that secondary Minor,

is evanescent.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the given Block is evanescent

;

(Ch. V. Prop. I.

.
•

. it is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled

;

then the given Block is not evanescent

;

.
•

. it is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *.

Proposition II. Th.

If there be given a Block : a test of its being evanescent is

that either every Element of it is zero ; or there are 2 or more

r 2 1 3-1 01
* Prop. I. Thus, in the oblong Block ^ -1 3-5 4 -7 ^ ,

L 1 2-1 lj

2 1 3

1 3-5
1 2

2 1-1
-13 4

1 0-1

2 1

0, -1 3-7
1 1

1

Hence the whole Block is evanescent.

L
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of its longitudinals, which form a Block, having one of its secondary

Minors not evanescent, and such that, of its principal Minors, each

one, which contains that secondary Minor, is evanescent.

Let the test be fulfilled
;

in the case where each Element of the Block is zero, it is plain that

the Block is evanescent

;

in the case where 2 or more of its longitudinals, but not all of them,

form such a Block, the Block, so formed, is evanescent

;

(Ch. V. Prop. II.

.-. the given Block is evanescent

;

(Ch. V. Prop. I.

in the case where all the longitudinals of the given Block form such

a Block, it is evanescent

;

.
•

. the test is sufficient. (Ch. V. Prop. II.

Next, let it be not fulfilled
;

then one of the Elements of the Block is actual

;

.
•

. any Block, formed of 2 of the longitudinals of the given Block,

has one of its principal Minors not evanescent

;

for otherwise, it must have all of its principal Minors evanescent, and,

since it necessarily has one of its secondary Minors not evanescent, the test

would be fulfilled

;

.-. every Block, formed of 2 of the longitudinals of the given Block,

is not evanescent

;

then it may be proved, in the same manner, that every Block formed

of 3 of the longitudinals of the given Block, is not evanescent, and so on,

up to the given Block itself;

.
•

. the given Block is not evanescent
j

the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D *.

is evanescent, since its first

We are now in a position to describe, and apply, a general process for analysing a set

of Equations containing Variables. This will be found in Appendix I.

r 2 i 3 -1

* Prop. 11. Hence the oblong Block -j
~ ~^ 4

-1
-V

L 3 4 -2 5

longitudinals form the Block discussed in the last Note.
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Proposition III. Th.

If there be given a Block : a test for the evanescence of

every oblong Block, formed from it by selecting h of its laterals,

is that either every Element of it is zero, or that it has a non-

evanescent Minor of the kth degree, where k is less than h, jsuch

that, of the oblong Blocks formed from it by selecting k + 1 of

its laterals, each one, which contains that non-evanescent Minor,

is evanescent. And the test for the longitudinals of the given

Block is similar to this.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

in the case where every Element of the given Block is zero, it is evident

that every oblong- Block, formed from it by selecting- h of its laterals, is

evanescent

;

in the other case, the same results follow ;
(Cn. V. Pi;oi\ III.

.
•

. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not all fulfilled
j

then the given Block contains one or more actual Elements, and each

one of its non-evanescent Minors of the kih degree, where k is less than /,

is such that, among the oblong Blocks, formed from the given Block by

selecting fc+1 of its laterals, there is one, containing that non-evanescent

Minor, which is itself non-evanescent

;

.
•

. this is true when k = 1

;

.-. among the oblong Blocks, formed from the given Block by selecting

2 of its laterals, there is one non-evanescent
;

.'*. the given Block has a non-evanescent Minor of the 2nd degree;

.-. among the oblong Block, formed from the given Blocks by selecting

3 of its laterals, there is one non-evanescent
;

and the same thing- may be proved for all values of h up to h— 1

;

.-. among the oblong Blocks, formed from the given Block by selecting

h of its laterals, there is one non-evanescent.

.-. the test is necessary.

Therefore this is proved to be a test for the laterals of the given Block :

and a similar set of conditions may be proved, in like manner, to be

a test for its longitudinals.

Therefore, if there be, &c. (4. E. D.

L 2



CHAPTER VII.

GEOMETRICAL ANALYSIS.

Convention I.

When mention is made of a Point, a Line, or a Plane, let it

be understood that the words "at a finite distance" are to be added,

unless it be otherwise expressed.

SECTION I.

Plane Geometry.

Definition I.

In the Trilinear System, the Equation

aa + bfi+ cy—2M=
is called the systematic Equation.

Convention II.

In the Trilinear System, when the coordinates of a Point

are given, let it be understood that they satisfy the Systematic

Equation.
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Proposition I. Th.

If there be given an Equation of the first degree
;

first, in the Cartesian System, viz. —
Ax+By+C = 0;

and

(1) If either A, or B, ^ ;

then the Equation represents one real Line, and one only.

(2) If^=J5 = 0, but C=£0 ;

then it does not represent a real Line.

(3) HA=B = C=0;
then it represents the Plane of reference :

secondly, in the Trilinear System, viz.

—

Aa + Bp + Cy +D =0,
the systematic Equation being aa + 6/3 4- cy — 2M= ;

and

(1) If |F|#0;
then the 2 Equations are consistent; (Ch. III. Prop. II.

.-. the given Equation represents a real Line.

also there is one Variable to which an arbitrary value may be given,

and, for each such arbitrary value, there is only one value for each of

the other Variables; (Cn. III. Prop. II.

the given Equation represents one real Line, and one

only.

(2) If 1171= 0, but |J?|#0;

then the 2 Equations are inconsistent

;

(Ch. III. Prop. V.

.-. the given Equation does not represent a real Line.

(3) If ||i?|| = ; (whence also ||7|| = 0) ;

then the 2 Equations are identical
;

(Ch. III. Pkop. VI.

.*. the given Equation represents the Plane of reference.
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Conventions (con tinued) .

III.

When an Equation to a Line is given in the form

Ax + By + C = 0,

let it be understood that either A, or B, =£ ; when in the form

Aa+Bp + Cy± D = 0,

the systematic Equation being aa+ bj3 + cy—2M= ;

let it be understood that
|
V\ # 0.

IV.

In the Trilinear System, when mention is made of the F-Block,

or i?-Block, of any number of Equations to Lines : let it be un-

derstood that, in forming such Block, the systematic Equation is

always taken along with them.

V.

When 2 Lines are said to intersect in a Point at an

infinite distance, let it be understood that they are parallel.

Proposition II. Th.

If the Equation to a line, passing through the origin or a

vertex of reference, be given in the form

f
= i = 0; or £ = A ;

i m L m

this may be written iti the form

'' !l

=0, or I

a>
^ = 0, (Ch. V. Peop. IV.
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Again, if the Equation to a Line, passing through a given

Point, be given in the form

x—x' _ y—if a— a ft— ft

I m I m

this may be written in the form

X, y, 1

x', y', 1

I, m,

= 0,

a, ft 1

a, ft, 1

I, m,

0. (Ch.V. Prop.V.

Again, if the Equation to a Line, passing through 2 given

Points, be given in the form

y -i/i

•''i-->2 y\-y<t

this may be written in the form

= 0,

X, y, l

xxi #i> l

$2' y%> l

a\~ a > ft— ft*

a, ft 1

a
x , ft, 1 =0, (Ch.V. Prop. VI.

<h, ft, 1
I

PROPOSITION III. TH.

If there be given 2 Lines, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
A^+B^j + C, = 0,

A
2
x +B2y+C2

= 0;

or, in the Trilinear system, by

A
1
a +B

l
(3 + C.y + B, =0,

A
2
a + 52 /3 + C.,y + D2

= 0,

the systematic Equation being* aa + bfS + cy —231= ;

and

(1) If F#0;
then the Equations are consistent, and there is only one set of values

for the Variables

;

(Ch. III. Prop. I.

the 2 Lines intersect in one Point, and in one only.
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(2) If V= 0, but \B\ # ;

then the Equations are inconsistent; (Ch III. Prop. IV.

the 2 Lines are parallel.

(3) If \\B\\ = 0; (whence also V=0)
;

then, in the Cartesian System, the Equations are identical ;

(Ch. III. Prop. VI.

also, in the Trilinear System, since either of the Equations to the Lines,

taken with the systematic Equation, have their F-Block not evanescent;

(CONV. II.

.
•

. the 3 Equations are consistent, and either of the Equations to the

Lines is dependent on the other Equations; (Ch. III. Prop. VIII.

.*. whatsoever Point lies on one of the 2 Lines, lies also on the

other; (Ch. III. Def. VI.

in either System, the 2 Lines coincide"1'.

From (2) and (3) may be deduced

(4) If F=0 ; the 2 Lines have the same direction.

Proposition IV. Th.

If there be given 3 Lines, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
A

1
x+B

1y + C1
= 0,

A
2
w + B2y+C2

= 0,

A.,x+B^+C
3
= 0;

or, in the Trilinear System, by

A
1
a +£1i3+C1y +D1

= 0,

A
2
a +B2j3 + C,

2y+D2
= 0,

A3a+B^ + C
3y+ D3

= 0,

the systematic Equation being aa+ £/3 + cy — 2M— 0;

and

* Prop. III. (3.) Thus, if the given Lines be

a+ y3 +1 = 0,

a + 2/3 + 57-14 = ;

the systematic Equation being Za + A& + 5-/— 12 = 0;

\\B\\ =0, and therefore the 2 Lines coincide.
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(1) If B ^ ; (whence also \V\ ^ 0, and every 2 of the Equa-

tions to the 3 Lines have their B-Block not evanescent)
;

then the Equations are inconsistent

;

(Ch. III. Phop. III.

the 3 Lines do not intersect in one Point, but there are

2 of them which intersect in one Point, and in one only.

(Prop. III. (1)

(2) If B —
; and if there be, among the Equations to the 3

Lines, 2 which have their F-Block not evanescent

;

then the Equations are consistent, and there is only one set of values

for the Variables
j

(Ch. III. Prop. VIII.

the 3 Lines intersect in one Point, and in one only"".

(3) If B = ; and if every 2 of the Equations to the 3 Lines

have their F-Block evanescent ; and if there be among them

2 winch have their B-Block not evanescent

;

then 2 of the Lines are parallel

;

(Pkop. III. (2)

and the 3 have the same direction. (Prop. III. (4)

(4) If every 2 of the Equations to the 3 Lines have their i?-Block

evanescent ;
(whence also B = 0) ;

then the 3 Lines coincide. (Pkop. III. (3)

From (2), (3), and (4) may be deduced

(5) IfZ? = 0;

then the 3 Lines intersect in one Point at a finite or infinite

distance.

From (2) and (4) may be deduced

* Prop. IV. (2.) Thus, if the given Lines be

a- 0+ 7+ 1 = 0,

3a + /3-27- 4=0,

2a + 9/8- 7-20 = 0,

the systematic Equation being 3a + 4/3 + 57— 12 = ;

I 1 -1, 1 I

since 5 = 0, and
|
3 1, — 2

|
^ 0, the 3 Lines intersect in one Point, and in one only.

M

1

1 -1, 1 1

3 1, -2
3 4, 1
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(6) If B = ; and if either there be, among the Equations to the

3 Lines, 2 which have their F-Block not evanescent, or if

every 2 have their i?-Block evanescent

;

then the 3 Lines intersect in one Point.

Proposition V. Th.

If there be given 2 Points, represented, in the Trilinear System,

by («i, &, 7j), (a2, A, y2 ) ', and if

then

o.
2 > P2 , y2

I! <h> Ai *, l

II
a23 ft, y2 , 1

=

= 0.

For aa
1
+ b(3

1
+ cy

1
— 23f = 0,

« a2 + 5/32+ cy2—2M = ;

in these Equations, let a, b, c, —231, be considered as Variables

;

then there are 2 homogeneous Equations containing 4 Variables ; and

their V-Block is •<
x } ^\ ; and there is a set of values, for the

( a>, p*> y2 >
i '

Variables, of which the last is actual ; and, if the last column of their /"-Block

be omitted, the remaining Block is evanescent

;

.-. the whole Block is evanescent. (Ch. III. Prop. XV. Cor.

Therefore, if there be given, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollaries to Prop. V.

Hence the 2 Points are coincident

i

ai> 1
Foi

<*
2 , 1

0. a., ; and so of the others-
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2.

By a similar process (using Cn. III. Prop. XIV. Cor.), it may be proved

that, if there be 3 Points, thus represented, and if

then

«2> ftz> Yi
z

«3» 09> Y* i

<h> fi\> Y\> ]

<h> Pz> y->> *

<h> Ap Ys> ]

0:

Proposition VI. Th.

If there be given 3 Points, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by (xu yu ) &c. ; or, in the Trilinear System, by (a 15 (3 lt y^,

&c. ; and if, in each System, the general Equation to a Line

be taken, involving 3 undetermined quantities A, B, C ; and if

the coordinates of the given Points be successively substituted

in it ; and if A, B, and C be considered as Variables in the Equa-

tions so formed, viz.

—

in the Cartesian System,

Ax
1 + B//l + C = 0,1

Ax
2 + Bfc + C = 0, \ , whose V-Block is

Ar
s + JB#

3 + C=0, J

or, in the Trilinear System,

Aa
l + Bp l

+ Cy
l
= 0,1

Aa
2 + B(3

2 + Cy
2
= 0, I, whose F-Block is

Aa
3 + Bp3 + Cy3

= 0,

and

(1) If P#0;
then the only values for A, B, Care zero; (Cu. III. Pkop. I. Coe.

the 3 Points do not lie on one Line.

M 2
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(2) If V= ; and if there be, among the 3 Equations, 2 which

have their F-Block not evanescent
;

then there are 2 of the Points which do not coincide, that is, which

lie on one Line, and on one only

;

also the 3rd Equation is dependent on the others
;

(Ch. III. Prop.VHI.

that is, those values of A, B, and C, which belong to a Line passing"

through these 2 Points, the same belong also to a Line passing through

the 3rd Point;

the 3 Points lie on one Line, and on one only"''".

(3) If every 2 of the 3 Equations have their V-Block evanescent

;

(whence also V= 0) ;

then the 3 Points coincide. (Prop. V. Cor. I.

From (2) and (3) may be deduced

(4) If 7=0;

then the 3 Points lie on one Line.

. j 3& 0, the three Points lie on one Line, and on one only.

Prop. VI. (2.) Thus, in the Cartesian system, if the given Points be (2, 5), (3, -1), (1, 11)

2 5 1

3 -1 1

1 11 1

Again, in the Trilinear system, if the given Points be (1, 3, —2), (2, —1, 5), (4, 5, 1) ; since

13 — 2 113 2 1

2— 1 5 =0, and ~ _ , _ \ =fc 0, the same result follows.

4 5 1



CHAPTER VII. (Continued.)

SECTION II.

Solid Geometry.

Definition II.

In the Quadriplanar System, the Equation

is called the systematic Equation.

Convention VI.

In the Quadriplanar System, when the coordinates of a Point

are given, let it be understood that they satisfy the Systematic

Equation.

Proposition VII. Th.

If there he given an Equation of the first degree
;

first, in the Cartesian System, viz.

—

A;r + B// + Cz + I> = 0;

and

(1) If either A, or B, or C, and ¥= ;

then the Equation represents one real Plane, and one onlj
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(2) U A = B = C=0,hutD^O;
then it does not represent a real Plane.

(3) If A=B = C=D = 0;

then it represents all Space :

secondly, in the Quadriplanar System, viz.

—

Aa + Bp+Cy +m+ E = 0,

the systematic Equation being- aa+bfi + cy + db —331= ;

and

(1) If |7|*0;
then the 2 Equations are consistent

;

(Ch. III. Prop. II.

.*. the given Equation represents a real Plane;

also there are 2 Variables to which arbitrary values may be given, an d,

for each such set of arbitrary values, there is only one value for each of

the other Variables
;

(Ch. III. Prop. II.

the given Equation represents one real Plane, and one

only.

(2) If 11711=0, but |2?|*0;

then the 2 Equations are inconsistent

;

(Ch. III. Prop. V.

the given Equation does not represent a real Plane.

(3) If 11511=0 ;
(whence also ||7||=0) ;

then the 2 Equations are identical

;

(Ch. III. Prop. VI.

.*. the given Equation represents all Space.

Conventions (continued)

.

VII.

When an Equation to a Plane is given in the form

.l.r + B//+C: + l) = 0,
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let it be understood that either A, or B, or C, ^ ; when

in the form
Aa + Bp+Cy + JDb +E = 0,

the systematic Equation being- aa+ Ij(3 + Cy+ db— ZJI= 0,

let it be understood that \V\ =£ 0.

VIII.

In the Quadriplanar System, when mention is made of the

F-Block, or I?-Block, of any number of Equations to Planes : let

it be understood that, in forming such Block, the systematic

Equation is always taken along with them.

IX.

When 2 Planes are said to intersect in a Line at an infinite

distance, let it be understood that they are parallel.

X.

When 3 Planes are said to intersect in a Point at an in-

finite distance, let it be understood that either every 2 of them

are parallel, or, if any 2 of them intersect, any Line, in which they

intersect, is parallel to the 3rd Plane.

Proposition VIII. Th.

If the Equation to a Line, passing through the origin or a

vertex of reference, be given in the form

x y _ z a ft _ y _

7
—

hi n' I
~ m ii

this may be written in the form

"'"' -'

=0, or
a

;
l3' y =0. (Ci..V. Pkop.IV.

f, iii, n * , ">, >i
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AgaiD, if the Equation to a Line, passing through a given

Point, be given in the form

-y _ _ /3-/3' _ y-y .

this may be written in the form

= 0, or

X, y> z, 1

X
', /, ', 1

h m}
n,

a, (3, y, 1

a, P, y, 1 (Ch. V. Prop. V.

Again, if the Equation to a Line, passing through 2 given

Points, be given in the form

x -a\
;/

Vx-%2 Vx-Ui *\-H

this may be written in the form

a -<*! _ /3 -ft _ y -ri ,

«i-«2 ft -ft yx-y<L

%, y>

0, or

a, ft y, 1

ai7 ft; yx ,
1

az> ft> y%> i

0. (Ch. V. Prop. VI.

Proposition IX. Th.

If there be given 2 Planes, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
A1x+Bxy+ Cxz+I)1

=
)

A2x +B2y + C2 z +B2
= 0;

or, in the Quadriplanar System, by

A
1
a + B1l3+C1 y +D1

b + E1
= 0,

A
2 a +B2 /3 + C

2 y +B2 b +B2
= 0,

the systematic Equation being1 aa + &{3 + cy + db —ZM=z 0;

and

(1) If |F|7fcO;

then the Equations are consistent, and there is one Variable to which

an arbitrary value may be given; (Ch. III. Prop. II.
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.*. the 2 Planes intersect in more than one Point

;

i. e. they intersect in a Line.

also, for each such arbitrary value, there is only one value for each of

the other Variables; (Ch. III. Prop. II.

.
•

. they do not coincide

;

the 2 Planes intersect in one Line, and in one only.

(2) If ||7|| = 0, but |/?| gfcO;

then the Equations are inconsistent

the 2 Planes are parallel

(Ch. III. Prop. V.

(3) If ||2?|| = ; (whence also
||
V\\ = 0) ;

then, in the Cartesian System, the Equations are identical
j

(Ch. III. Prop. VI.

also, in the Quadriplanar System, since either of the Equations to the

Planes, taken with the systematic Equation, are such that their /'-Block

is not evanescent; (Coxy. VII.

.*. the 3 Equations are consistent, and either of the Equations to the

Planes is dependent on the other Equations
; (Ch. III. Prop. IX. Cor.

i. e. whatsoever Point lies on one of the 2 Planes, lies also on the

other

;

(Ch. III. Def. VI.

.*. in either System, the 2 Planes coincide.

From (2) and (3) may be deduced

(4) If||F|| = 0;

then the 2 Planes have the same direction.

* Prop. IX. (2.) Tims, in the Quadriplanar

System, if the systematic Equation be

9a+9£ + 127+208-20 = 0;

and if there be 2 Planes

5a + 40 + 27 + 95 + 5 = 0,

a- £-87-28 + 3 = :

since
||

T'|| =0, (as may be proved by taking the

2 principal Minors of it, which contain the non-

evanescent secondary Minor < J . L\ but

|jB| # 0, the 2 Planes are parallel.

N.B. The above systematic Equation was

obtained by taking, as the base of the Tetra-

hedron of reference, a triangle whose sides are

3, 3, 4, and erecting, at the centre of the in-

scribed, circle a perpendicular whose length

= 1.
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Proposition X. Th.

If there be given 3 Planes, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
Ar v + B

l
!/+C

l
z +Dl

= 0,

A%x + B2y + C
2
z +D2

= 0,

AsX+ Bzy+CsZ+_Dz
= 0;

or, in the Quadriplanar System, by

A
1
a+B

1
^+C

l
y-^D1h^E1

= 0,

A
2
a + B2 (3+ C

2 y + I)
2
b + E

2
= 0,

A
3
u + B.^+C3 y + B3

b + B3
= 0,

the systematic Equation being* aa + bfi + cy + db —3M= ;

and

(1) If V^O;
then the Equations are consistent, and there is only one set of values

for the Variables; (Ch. III. Prop. I.

the 3 Planes intersect in one Point, and in one only.

(2) If V = 0, but \B\ j=0;

then the Equations are inconsistent

;

(Ch. III. Prop. IV.

the 3 Planes do not intersect in one Point,

i. e. either every 2 of them are parallel, or, if any 2 of them intersect,

any Line, in which they intersect, is parallel to the 3rd Plane;

i. e. they intersect in a Point at an infinite distance.

(3) If ||i?|| = ; (whence also V= 0) ; and if there be, among the

Equations to the 3 Planes, 2 which have their V- Block not

evanescent
;

then there are 2 of the Planes which intersect in one Line, and in one

only; (Prop. IX. (1)

and the Equation to the 3rd Plane is dependent on the other 3 Equa-

tions; (Ch. III. Prop. VIII.
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.*.- the 3nl Plane passes through the line of intersection ;

.-. the 3 Planes intersect in one Line, and in one only *.

(4) If \\B\\ =
;
(whence also V= 0) ; and if every 2 of the Equa-

tions to the 3 Planes have their V- Block evanescent ; and

if there be among them 2 which have their /?-Block not

evanescent

;

then 2 of the Planes are parallel
;

(Prop. IX. (2)

and the 3 have the same direction. (Prop. IX. (4)

(5) If every 2 of the Equations to the 3 Planes have their

J5-Block evanescent
;
(whence also ||2?|| = 0, and V= 0) ;

then the 3 Planes coincide. (Prop. IX. (3)

From (2), (3), (4), and (5) may be deduced

(6) If V= ;

then the Lines of intersection, if any, have the same direction.

From (3), (4), and (5) may be deduced

(7) If 151= 0;

then the 3 Planes intersect in one Line at a finite or infinite

distance.

From (3) and (5) may be deduced

(8) If ||J9|| = ; and if either there be, among the Equations to

the 3 Planes, 2 which have their F-Block not evanescent,

or if every 2 have their i?-Block evanescent

;

then the 3 Planes intersect in one Line.

* Prop. X. $.) Thus the 3 Planes

y- z = 0,

x + 2y¥ dz = 0,

x-iy-llz = 0,

intersect in one Line, and in one only.

\ 2
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Proposition XL Th.

If there be given 4 Planes, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
Axx+Bx

y+Cxz+Dx
- 0,

&c.

A^+B^+C^z+ JD'i = 0;

or, in the Quadriplanar System, by

Axa+ Bfi + C
xy +Dl

h + E
l
= 0,

&c.

A±a + J?4/3+ C
4y + 2)45 + EA = ;

the systematic Equation being* aa + bfi + cy + rfb —331 = 0;

and

(1) If B =fc ; (whence also |F|^0, and every 3 of the Equations

to the 4 Planes have their i?-Block not evanescent)
;

then the Equations are inconsistent; (Ch. III. Prop. III.

the 4 Planes do not intersect in one Point, but there are

3 of them which intersect in one Point, and in one only.

(2) If B = 0, and if there be, among the Equations to the 4 Planes,

3 which have their V- Block not evanescent

;

then the Equations are consistent, and there is only one set of values

for the Variables ; (Ch. III. Prop. VIII.

the 4 Planes intersect in one Point, and in one only *.

* Prop. XI. (2.) Thus, in the Quadriplanar System, if the systematic Equation be

9a + 9j8 + 127 + 205-20 = 0,

the 4 planes

a+ 0- 7+ 55- 3 = 0,

r.a+ 3/8 + 87+128-11 = 0,

3a + 5/3 i 57+ 5-4=0,
a+ 1 37+ 35- I - 0,

1 in one Point, and in one only.
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(3) If B = ; and if every 3 of the Equations to the 4 Planes

have their V-Block evanescent ; and if there be among them

3 which have their I?-Block not evanescent

;

then 3 of the Planes intersect in a Point at an infinite

distance
;

(Prop. X. (2)

and all the Lines of intersection, if any, have the same

direction. (Prop. X. (6)

(4) If every 3 of the Equations to the 4 Planes have their

i?-Block evanescent; (whence also B = 0) ; and if there be

among them 2 which have their V- Block not evanescent

;

then there are 3 of the Planes which intersect in one line, and one

only
;

(Prop. X. (3)

and the Equation of the 4th Plane is dependent on the other Equa-

tions ;
(Ch. III. Prop. IX.

.'. the 4th Plane passes through the Line of intersection
;

the 4 Planes intersect in one Line, and one only.

(5) If every 3 of the Equations to the 4 Planes have their B-

Block evanescent; (whence also B = 0); and if every 2 have

their F-Block evanescent ; and if there be among them 2

which have their i?-Block not evanescent

;

then there are 2 of the Planes which are parallel

;

(Prop. IX. (2)

and the 4 have the same direction. (Prop. IX. (4)

(6) If every 2 of the Equations to the 4 Planes have their

I?-Block evanescent
;

(whence also every 3 have the same.

and B = 0) ;

then the 4 Planes coincide. (Prop. IX. (3)

From (2), (3), (4), (5), and (6) may be deduced

(7) If B^O;

then the 4 Planes intersect in one Point at a finite or infinite

distance.

From (2), ( I), and (6) may be deduced
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(8) If B — ; and if either there be, among the Equations to the

4 Planes, 3 which have their V- Block not evanescent, or

if every 3 have their J3-Block evanescent and there be 2

which have their V- Block not evanescent, or if every 2 have

their Z?-Block evanescent

;

then the 4 Planes intersect in one Point.

Pkoposition XII. Th.

If there be given 2 Points in Space, represented, in the

Qiiadriplanar System, by (a
l5 &, yx , ^), (a

2 , /32, <y2, S2) ; and if

then

aL , ft,

a2 , P2 ,

Yi> 8i

72, 8
2

=

«1> ft, yu 8i> i

Hi As* 72, h, 1

= 0,

For aa
1
+ bfi1 + cy

x
+ tftj- 3Jf = 0,

in these Equations, let «, (5, c, r/, — 331, be considered as Variables

;

then there are 2 homogeneous Equations containing 5 Variables ; and

their V- Block is \
1} *'

\ ; and there is a set of values, for the
<• a 2> P2> 72) 82, -

1 J

Variables, of which the last is actual ; and, if the last column of their T-Block

be omitted, the remaining Block is evanescent
;

.-. the whole Block is evanescent. (Ch. III. Prop. XV. Cor.

Therefore, if there be given, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollaries to Prop. XII.

Hence the 2 Points arc coincident.

For, si net'

a,, 1

= 0, a, = a.,: and so of the others.
cr
2 , J i|
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By a similar process it may be proved that, if there be 3 Points in Space,

thus represented, and if

an fin Yl> 8
1

|

a,, j3.,, y2 , 82 =0 :

<%> fis> Yz> h l|

an fin Y\> bn !

then a,, p2 , y2 , 82 , 1=0:
«3> fi3 > Yz> h> 1 I

And similarly, (using Ch. III. Prop. XIV. Cor.), that if there he 4

Points in Space, thus represented, and if

an fin 7m §i

then

= 0:

ai> P4< Yi> <>i

«u fiy Yy by }

a4 , fi4 , y4 , 84 , 1

Proposition XIII. Th.

If there be given 3 Points in Space, represented, in the

Cartesian System, by (x lt yl9 z
t) 9 &c. ; or, in the Quadriplanar

System, by (alt fiu yx , Sx), &c. ; and if, in each System, the general

Equation to a Plane be taken, involving 4 undetermined quantities

A, B, C, D ; and if the coordinates of the given Points be suc-

cessively substituted in it ; and if A, B, C, and D be considered

as Variables in the Equations so formed, viz.

—

in the Cartesian System,

Ax^B^+C^ + D = 0,1

Ax2+By2+Cz2 +1) = 0,1, whose V-Block is

^3+.%+Ckg+ .D = Oj

r •<'!, ft,

;:I)
:,, 1
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in the Quadriplanar System,

Aa. + B^ + Cy. + M, = 0,1 ra,, ft, 7l , b^

Aaz+ flp2+Cyz+Db2
= 0, L whose F-Block is -j a2 , p.,, y2 , 8

2
L;

Aa3+£p3+Oy3 + Db3
= oj [a,, /33 , ys , §

3 J

then, in the first place, it is evident that there is a real Plane

on which the 3 Points lie
;

also further

(1) If 1^1*0;
then the values for the Variables bear to each other one and the same

set of ratios
j

(Ch. III. Prop. II. Cor.

.
• . there is only one such Plane

;

.*. the 3 Points lie on one Plane, and on one only.

(2) If
||
V\\ = ; and if there be, among the 3 Equations, 2 which

have their V-Block not evanescent

;

then the Equations are consistent, and there are 2 Variables to which

arbitrary values may be given, and for each such set of arbitrary values,

there is only one value for each of the other Variables

;

(Ch. III. Prop. IX. Cor.

.
•

. for each such set, there is only one Plane

;

hence, by giving- to these 2 Variables certain arbitrary values, and again

certain others not equimultiples of these, 2 Planes may be found on

each of which the 3 Points lie

;

and these Planes do not coincide ;
(Prop. IX. (1), (2)

the 3 Points lie on one Line, and on one only.

(3) If every 2 of the 3 Equations have their F-Block evanescent

;

(whence also ||F||=0);

then the 3 Points coincide. (Prop. XII. Cor. 1.

From (2) and (3) may be deduced

(4) If
||
V\\ = ; the 3 Points lie on one Line *.

* Prop. XTII. (4.) Thus, in the Quadriplanar System, the 3 Points, whose coordinates are

(3, 1, 2,-1),

(2,-1, 5, 4),

(1,-3, 8, 9),

lie on one Line.
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Proposition XIV. Th.

If there be given 4 Points in Space, represented, in the

Cartesian System, by (x1} ylf z,), &c. ; or, in the Quadriplanar

System, by (a lf j3lt ylt S
} ), &c. ; and if, in each System, the general

Equation to a Plane be taken, involving 4 undetermined quantities

A, B, C, D ; and if the coordinates of the given Points be suc-

cessively substituted in it ; and if the quantities A, B, C, and D
be considered as Variables in the Equations so formed ; viz.

—

in the Cartesian System,

Ax.+B^ + Cz
1 + B1

= 0, "I f x1} yXi z1} 1]

&c. [ , whose F-Block is <{

Ax, + B^+ Czx + B4 = 0, j L *4 * Jfc ** 1 J

in the Quadriplanar System,

Aa
i+ Bj3

1
+Cy

l + Dhl
=0,1 f oj, ft, y„ 5,1

&c. > , whose F-Block is i : : : : [ ;

I
: : : :

I

^a4 + J?/34 +Cy4 + 2>&
4 = 'J L a4 , /34 , y4 , 54 j

and

(1) If V±0;
then the only values for A, B, C, D are zero

j
(Ch. III. Prop. I. Cor.

.*. the 4 Points do not lie on one Plane.

(2) If V=0 ; and if there be, among the 4 Equations, 3 which

have their F-Block not evanescent ;

then there are 3 of the Points which lie on one Plane, and on one

only
;

(Prop. XIII. (1)

also the 4th Equation is dependent on the others
;

(Ch. III. Prop. IX.

that is, these values of A, B, C, and I), which belong- to a plane passing

O
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through these 3 Points, the same belong- also to a Plane passing through

the 4th Point

;

.*. the 4 Points lie on one Plane, and on one only *

(3) If every 3 of the 4 Equations have their F-Block evanescent

;

(whence also V=0); and if there be among them 2 which

have their F-Block not evanescent

;

then there are 2 of the Points which do not coincide, that is, which

lie on one Line, and on one only

;

and each of the other Points lies on the same Line
; (Prop. XIII. (2)

.*. the 4 Points He on one Line, and on one only.

(4) If every 2 of the 4 Equations have their V-Block evanescent
;

(whence also every 3 have their V- Block evanescent ; and

whence also F=0) ;

then the 4 Points coincide. (Prop. XII. Cor. 1.

From (2), (3), and (4) may be deduced

(5) If V= ; the 4 Points lie on one Plane.

From (3) and (4) may be deduced

(6) If every 3 of the 4 Equations have their V-Block evanescent

;

the 4 Points lie on one Line.

* Prop. XIV. (2.) Thus, in the Cartesian System, the 4 points, whuse coordinates are

(2, 1, -1),

(3, 2, 1),

(1, -2, -3),

(4, 5, 3),

lie on one Plane, and on one only.



CHAPTER VIII.

GEOMETRICAL TESTS.

SECTION I.

Plane Geometry.

Proposition I. Th.

Testfor 2 Lines having the same direction.

If there be given 2 Lines represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
Avv+L1^ + C

1
= 0,

A
2x+L2

i/+C
2
= 0;

or, in the Trilinear System, by

A
1 a+B1 (3 + C

ly +D1
= 0,

A2 a+B2
/3+C2y + I), = 0;

the systematic Equation being aa+ bfi+ cy —231= :

a test for their having the same direction is that V= 0.

Let the test be fulfilled ;

then the 2 Lines have the same direction
j

(Ch. VII. Prop. III. (4)

.•. the test is sufficient.

O 2
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Next, let it be not fulfilled

;

then the 2 Lines intersect in one Point, and in one only

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. III. (1)

that is, they have not the same direction

;

.
•

. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition II. Th. •

Test for 3 Lines intersecting, (1) in a Point at a finite or infinite distance,

(2) in one Point.

If there be given 3 Lines, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
A

l
x+B

l ?/ + C
1
= 0,

A
2 x+B2j/ + C2

= 0,

A
3
x + B3

g+C3
= 0;

or, in the Trilinear System,
A

1
a + B1 j3 + C

1 y +B1
= 0,

A.z a + B2
p+C

2y+ JD2 = 0,

A3 a +B3f3+C3 y +D3
= 0;

the systematic Equation being- aa+ d/3 + cy—2M=2:

then, firstly,

a test for their intersecting in one Point, at a finite or infinite

distance, is that B = 0.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the 3 Lines do so intersect

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IV. (5)

.*. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled

;

then the 3 Lines do not intersect in one Point at a finite distance

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IV. (1)

also there must be, among- their Equations, 2 which have their F-Block

not evanescent ; for otherwise B would = ;

.•. there are, among the 3 Lines, 2 which intersect in one Point and

in one only
; (Cn. VII. Prop. III. (1)
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.;. the 3 Lines do not intersect .in a Point at an infinite distance ;

.•. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Secondly,

a test for their intersecting in one Point is that B = 0, and

that either there are, among the Equations to the 3 Lines, 2

which have their F-Block not evanescent, or else every 2 of them

have their 7?-Block evanescent.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the 3 Lines intersect in one Point

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IV. (6)

.
•

. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not all fulfilled
;

then either \B\ =fc 0, or else every 2 of the Equations to the 3 Lines

have their F-Block evanescent, and 2 of them have their l?-Block not eva-

nescent
;

in the first case, the 3 Lines do not intersect in one point

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IV. (1)

in the second, 2 of them are parallel
;

(Ch. VII. Prop. III. (2)

.
•

. in either case, they do not intersect in one Point

;

.
•

. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition III. Th.

Testfor 3 Points lying on one Line.

If there be given, 3 Points, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by (xlf y^), &c. ; or, in the Trilinear System, by (alt /3lt yj,

&c. ; and if, in each System, the given coordinates be formed into

a Block, thus :

—

f

-

ri> Vv 1"1

a test for the 3 Points lying on one Line is that the Block so

formed is evanescent.
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In each System let the general Equation to a line be taken, involving1

3 undetermined quantities A, B, C ; and let the coordinates of the given

Points be successively substituted in it ; and let A, B, and C be considered

as Variables in the Equations so formed, whose V-Blocks are those given

above.

Now let the test be fulfilled
;

then the 3 Points lie on one Line

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. VI. (4)

.•. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled

;

then they do not lie on one Line

;

.*. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c.

(Ch. VII. Prop. VI. (1)

Q.E.D.

Corollaries to Prop. III.

1.

If there be given 2 Points, represented, in the Cartesian System, by

(•>'i> l/i)> (*2> Vi) > 0Y > m tne Trihnear System, by (au ft, yx ),
(a

2 , ft, y2 ) :
the

Equation to the Line through them is

0,

X, y, 1

x
x , 9i> 1

®2> ft, 1

n, ft y 1

alt ft, yJ

<h> ft, y-2\

The Equation in the Cartesian System may also be written

(Ch. V; Prop. IX.
yx-y%

3.

The equation in the Trilinear System may also be written

ft, Yi\

13.2, yJ

ai> y\

a.,, y,.

a
x , ft|

a,, ft
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Also, since it is equivalent to

it may be written

a, ft y> 1

<*u fii> Yi> 1

a.,, ft, y-2> 1

a— «i _ ft— ft _ V— Y\

«i-«2 ft-ft Yi— y%

(C ii. VII. PRor.V. Cor. 2.

(Cn. V. Pkop. IX.

If there be 2 Points, not coincident, represented, in the Trilinear System,

by (
ai> ft> Yi)> (

a2> ft, Yi) tlie 3 ratios

'
*i> ft I . -

ya
^

<*
2 , ftI ft, y2

cannot be all equal.

For, if they were, the Equation to the Line through them might be written

aa + bp + cy = ;

but this does not represent a real Line. (Ch. VII. Prop. I. (2)



CHAPTER VIII. {Continued.)

SECTION II.

Solid Geometry.

Proposition IV. Th.

Testfor 2 Planes having the same direction.

If there be given 2 Planes, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
A1

x+B^+ C1z+B1
= 0,

A
2
x-^B^+C

2
z +B2

= 0;

or, in the Quadriplanar System, by

A
1
a + Bl& + C

ly+D1
b+ B

1
=

3

A2 a +B2 (S + C2y + B2
b + K

2
= Q;

the systematic Equation being1 aa+ bfi + cy + dh + SM = ;

a test for their having the same direction is that \\V\\ = 0.

Let the test be fulfilled
;

then the 2 Planes have the same direction; (Ch. VII. Prop. IX. (4)

.-. it is sufficient.

Next, lot it be not fulfilled
;

then they intersect in one Line and one only
;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IX. (1)
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that is, they have not the same direction
;

.
•

. it is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition V. Th.

Testfor 3 Planes intersecting
, (1) in one Line at a finite or infinite distance,

(2) in one Line.

If there be given 3 Planes, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
Avv + Bl

y-\-C
1
z + D

1
= 0,

A
2
x+ B2

y+C
2
z + D2

= 0,

Arr +B3
y+C

3
z + B3

= 0;

or, in the Qnadriplanar System, by

A
1
a +B

l
(3+C

1 y + L>
l
b + i:

i
= 0,

A
2a+B2

(S+C
2 y+ I)

2
b +B2

= 0,

A
3 a +B3

p+C
3y +D3

b + Es
= 0;

the systematic Equation being- aa+ b/3 + cy + db —3J/= :

then, firstly,

a test for their intersecting in one Line, at a finite or infinite

distance, is that ||2?|| = 0.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the 3 Planes do so intersect; (Ch. VII. Prop. X. (7)

.*. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled
;

then the 3 Planes do not intersect in one Line at a finite distance;

(Ch. VII. Prop. X. (1), (2)

also there must be, among' their Equations, 2 which have their /""-Block

not evanescent ; for otherwise, every secondary Minor of the /"-Block would

be evanescent, that is, B would = ;

.-. there are, among the 3 Planes, 2 which intersect in one Line, and in

one only ;
(Ch. VII. Prop. IX. (1)

.*. the 3 Planes do not intersect in a Line at an infinite distance

;

the test is necessary.

Therefore a test, &c. Q. E. D.

P
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Secondly,

a test for their intersecting in one Line is that ||i?|| = 0, and
either there are, among the Equations to the 3 Planes, 2 which

have their V-Block not evanescent, or else every 2 of them have
their J5-Block evanescent.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the 3 Planes intersect in one Line

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. X. (8)

.
•

. it is su
"

Next, let it be not all fulfilled

;

then either
|
B

\ ^ ; or else every 2 of the Equations to the 3 Planes

have their F-Block evanescent, and 2 of them have their i?-Block not eva-

nescent ;

in the case where
|
B

\ =fc 0, the 3 Planes do not intersect in one Line

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. X. (1)

in the second case, 2 of them are parallel

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IX. (2)

.
•

. in either case they do not intersect in one Line ;

.
•

. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Proposition VI. Th.

Testfor 4 Planes intersecting
, (1) in one Point at a finite or infinite distance,

(2) in one Point.

If there be given 4 Planes, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by
A

l
x + B1

?/+C
1
z + l)

1
= 0,

&C.J

or, in the Quadriplanar System, by

A
1
a +B1

^+C
1 y + J)

l
b +^1

= 0,

&C.j

the systematic Equation being aa+ b$ + cy + db—3M= :

then, firstly,

a test for their intersecting in one Point, at a finite or infinite

distance, is that B = 0.
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Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the 4 Planes do so intersect

;

(Cii. VII. Prop. XI. (7)

.-. the test is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled
;

then the 4 Planes do not intersect in one Point at a finite distance

;

(Cii. VII. Prop. XI. (1)

also there must be, among their Equations, 3 which have their F-Bloek

not evanescent ; for otherwise B would = ;

.-. there are, among the 4 Planes, 3 which intersect in one Point and

in one only
;

(Cii. VII. Prop. X. (1)

.-. the 4 Planes do not intersect in a Point at an infinite distance;

.•. the test is necessary.

Therefore a test, &c. Q. E. D.

Secondly,

a test for their intersecting in one Point is that B= 0, and either

there are, among the Equations to the 4 Planes, 3 which have

their V-Block not evanescent, or else every 3 have their i?-Block

evanescent and there are 2 which have their V- Block not eva-

nescent, or else every 2 have their B- Block evanescent.

Let the test be fulfilled

;

then the 4 Planes intersect in one Point. (Ch. VII. Prop. XI. (8)

.-. it is sufficient.

Next, let it be not all fulfilled ;

then either B ^ ; or every 3 of the Equations to the 4 Planes have

their F-Block evanescent, and there are 3 among them which have their

_Z?-Block not evanescent; or every 2 have their V- Block evanescent, and

there are 2 which have their 2?-Block not evanescent

;

in the first case, the 4 Planes do not intersect in one Point

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. XI. (1)

in the second, 3 of them do not so intersect

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. X. (2)

in the third, 2 of them are parallel

;

(Ch. VII. Prop. IX. (2)

.-. in any case, they do not intersect in one Point

;

.
•

. the test is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D

r 2
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Proposition VII. Th.

Testfor 3 Points in Space lying on one Line.

If there be given 3 Points in Sjmce, represented, in the

Cartesian System, by {x
x , ylt %), &c. ; or, in the Quadriplanar

System, by (a l5 filt y lt S
x ), &c. ; and if, in each System, the given

coordinates be formed into a Block, thus :

—

f *i> Vm *x> ! 1

J
H> y2 , z

2 , 1 I
,

I Hi Vv Hi 1 J

a test for the 3 Points lying on one Line is that the Block so

formed is evanescent.

In each System let the general equation to a Plane be taken, involving

4 undetermined quantities A, B, C, D ; and let the coordinates of the given

Points be successively substituted in this general Equation ; and let A, B, C,

and D be considered as Variables in the Equations so formed, so that their

V- Blocks are those given above.

Now let the test be fulfilled
;

then the 3 Points lie on one Line ; (Ch. VII. Prop. XIII. (4)

.
•

. it is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled
;

then the 3 Points lie on one Plane, and one only
;

(Ch. VII. Prop. XIII. (1)

.
•

. it is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c. Q. E. D.

Corollaries to Prop. VII.

1.

If there be given 2 Points in Space, represented, in the Cartesian

System, by (a\, y1} z
x),

&c. ; or, in the Quadriplanar System, by (a 1} /3X , y1 , bj,

&c. : the Equations to the Line through them are given by

.r, y, z, 1
|

*u V\i Hi 1
^

= 0,

>'>, >/,> Zo> 1
,

a, p, y, b

a1} ft, Yl , Sj =0.

Hi $2> y%i 8
2
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2.

The Equation in the Cartesian System may also be written

*i-*2 n-Vi *i—h
(Cii. V. Prop. IX.

3.

The Equation in the Quadriplanar System is equivalent to

a, ft y, 5, 1

*i> Pi> Yi> bi> l
j

a
2 , ft, y2 > h> 1

i

and therefore may be written

a—ax _ /3— ft _ y—yx _
-ft yi-y-i

= 0, (Cii. VII. Prop. V. Cor. 2.

(Cii.V. Prop. IX.

Proposition VIII. Th.

Testfor 4 Points in Space lying on one Plane.

If there be given 4 Points in Space, represented, in the

Cartesian System, by (a^, yu »i), &c. ; or, in the Quadriplanar

System, by (a lt ft, ylt ^), &c. ; and if, in each System, the given

coordinates be formed into a Block, thus :

—

" a i> Pi, Xn 8j

a
2 , Pi} y>, h

°3* &> ys> 8
:i

H, P.i, yA , S
4

the test for the 4 Points lying on one Plane is that the Block so

formed is evanescent.

In eaeh System let the general Equation to a Plane be taken, involving

4 undetermined quantities A, B, C, D ; and let the coordinates of the given

Points be successively substituted in this general Equation ; and let A, B} C,

and I) be considered as Variables in the Equations so formed, so that fcheii

/'-Blocks are those given above.

*i> Vi> h> l"

a>i, 9%, H> l

«z> y9 > *z> l

tT4> y±> z±> i J
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Now let the test be fulfilled
;

then the 4 Points lie on one Plane

;

.
•

. it is sufficient.

Next, let it be not fulfilled ;

then the 4 Points do not lie on one Plane

;

.
•

. it is necessary.

Therefore, if there be, &c.

[Chap. VIII.

(Ch.VII. Prop. XIV. (5)

(Ch. VII. Prop. XIV. (1)

Q. E. D.

Corollaries to Prop. VIII.

1.

If there be given 3 Points in space, represented, in the Cartesian Sj^stem,

by {xXi yXi z
±)}

&c. ; or, in the Quadriplanar System, by (ax , filt y1} 8
X ), &c.

:

the Equation to the Plane through them is

Wf y> h 1

®D Vd h> 1

' r
2 > &2> H* 1

H> y*> h> 1

0, or

«j P, y, b

ai> Pd Yi> *i

a
2 > P-z> y%> h

a
3 > A»> Yz> h

= 0.

The Equation in the Quadriplanar System may be written

Pd Yd 8
i

ai> Yd 8
i

P2 > y2 ,
«2 -P- a

2 > Yv 8
2 + Y-

P3 > y3 , h a3> Yz> h

<h> Pd \
<*2> $2, S

2 -5.
°3> Pit h

ai. Pd Y\
*
2 , P.2 , y2

a3> Pz> Ys

= 0.

If there be 3 Points in Space, not lying in one Line, represented in

the Quadriplanar System by (a1} ft1} y1} \), &c. ; then the ratios

aD Yd 8
i

: a, — a2 > y2 , h
a3> Y3> 8

3

:6,

a
x , px , \

a2 , P2 , h :c, -
a3> Pz, h

Pd Yi

<*2> P2 > Y-2

«3> Pa> y-i

d,

Pd Yd \
P2 > y2 > h
Ps> Yz> h

cannot be all equal.

For, if they were, the Equation to the Plane through these 3 Points

might be written

aa + bp + cy + db =
J

but this does not represent a real Plane. (Ch. VII. Prop. VII. (2)



APPENDIX I.

Method of analysing a given set of Simultaneous

Linear Equations. (See Page 74, note.)

1. Equations not all homogeneous.

The points, on which information is required, concern

(1) The consistency of the Equations.

(2) Their dependence one on another.

(3) The Variables to which arbitrary values may be simultaneously

We begin by examining- the V- Block and i?-Block of the first 2 Equa-

tions ; then those of the first 3 ; of the first 4, and so on.

If in the course of this process we find a set of Equations whose V- Block

is evanescent, but not their J5-Block, these are inconsistent, and the inquiry

comes to an end.

If in its course we find a set whose i?-Block is evanescent, the last may

be set aside as dependent on one or more of the preceding.

This process is continued until the whole set have been thus examined,

or until we have found a set, whose number is equal to the number of the

Variables, and whose V- Block is not evanescent. In the latter case, if there

be Equations still remaining, we must take each, of them separately along

with the set already examined, and examine the i?-Block of each, set so
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formed. If any such i?-Block be not evanescent, the Equations are in-

consistent; but if every such J5-Block be evanescent, all these remaining

Equations are dependent on the set already examined.

Thus in any case we either prove the inconsistency of the given Equa-

tions, or else (setting aside all that are proved to be dependent on others) we

obtain a set of independent Equations, whose T-Block is not evanescent.

Now in this set of independent Equations, the number of Variables is

either equal to, or else greater than, the number of Equations. In the former

case, there is only one set of values for the Variables ; in the latter, the

excess gives the number of Variables to which arbitrary values may be

simultaneously assigned, and, for every non-evanescent principal Minor of

the F-Block, there is such' a set of Variables, namely those whose coefficients

do not enter into that principal Minor. (Hence, in this case, there are

always two such sets at least. See Chap. V. Prop. X.)

Let us take as an example the 4 Equations

u+ v— 2x +y— z— 6 = 0,

2u+2v—4#-y + 2-9 = 0,

u+ v—2x —5 = 0,

u— v+ x+y— 2z = 0.

We begin by examining the F-Block and i?-Block of the first 2 Equa-

tions; and for this purpose we take the first column along with each of

1,-21
2,
-4~the others successively. Thus we have ^o.ll'-'Uli'JU

,2, 2.

This shows that their F-Block is not evanescent.

We now take the first 3 Equations, -and combine the 2 columns, which

contain the non-evanescent Minor so found, with each of the other columns

successively. Thus we have

0,

1,

2,

1,

1, 1

-1, 2

0, 1

= 0,

1,

2,

1,

1,-2
-1,-4

0, -2

1,

2,

1,

1, -1
-1, 1

0,

= 0,

1,

2,

1,

1,-6
-1, - 9

0,-5
This shows that the 5-Block of these 3 Equations is evanescent, so that

the 3rd
is dependent on one or both of the first 2.

Omitting the 3rd we take the 1 st
, 2 1"1

, and 4th
, and proceed as before.
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1, 1, 1

Thus we have 2,-1, 2^0. This shows that the F-Block of these 3

1, 1, -1
Equations is not evanescent. Hence these Equations are consistent, and,

since they contain 5 Variables, there are 2 Variables to which arbitrary values

may be assigned.

To ascertain how many such sets of 2 may be selected from the 5 Vari-

ables, it is necessary to compute all the principal Minors of the F-Block of

1, 1, -2
2, 2, -4
1,-1, 1

formed of the first 2 rows, is evanescent); next, taking- columns (124)

these 3 Equations. These are = 0, (because the oblong- Block,

1, 1, 1

2, 2, -1
1, -1, 1

^£ 0; for columns (125),

1, 1, -6
2, 2, -9
1, -1,

j± ; for ( 134),

1, -2, 1

2, -4, -1
1, 1, 1

=£0; for (135),

1, -2, -6
2, -4, -9 ^

h i, o

= 0; for (145),

1, -1, -6
2, 1, -9
1, -2,

*0;

or (234),

1,-2,-1
2,-4, 1

-1, 1,-2
=£0; for (235),

1,-2,-6
2,-4,-9

-1, 1,

^ ; for (245),

1, 1,-6
2,-1,-9

-1, 1,

=£ ; for 345
),

1,-1,-6
-1, 1,-9
1,-2,

^0.

We have thus ascertained, with regard to these 4 Equations, that

(1) They are consistent.

(2) The 1 st
, 2nd, and 4th are independent, and the 3rd is dependent on

one or both of the first two.

(3) It is possible to assign arbitrary values to 2 of the Variables

simultaneously; and for this purpose any set of 2, with the exception of

{y,z), maybe taken. If, for example, we assign to v and // the values

<V, <2', we obtain for v, x}
and z the values < 2', <-V,< 1\

Q
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Again, let us take the 5 Equations

3tf- y+ 7 = 0,

6^-2^+14 = 0,

x+ i/+ 1 = 0,

x + 5?/- 3 = 0,

5z+ y+ 9 = 0.

We begin by examining the F-Block and i?-Block of the first 2 Equa-

tions ; and for this purpose we take the first column along with each of the

J = 0, \ ' ,. = 0. Hence the
O, — Z

I | O, JL't
I

2?-Block is evanescent, and either Equation is dependent on the other.

Omitting the 2nd, we take the 1 st and 3rd
, and examine them in the

3
^fc 0. Hence these Equations are

i) 1
I

consistent, and there is only one set of values for the Variables.

We have now applied the general process as far as it will go, since the

number of Equations, last tested, is equal to the number of Variables. All

we have now to do, is to take these 2 Equations along with each of the

remaining Equations successively, and examine whether the B-Block of each

set, so formed, is evanescent or not.

3, -h 7

Taking them along with the 4th
, we have 1, 1, 1

1, 5, -3
4th Equation is dependent on one or both of the l Bt and 3rd

.

Then taking them along with the 5th, we have

Hence the 5th Equation is similarly dependent.

We have thus ascertained, with regard to these 5 Equations, that

(1) They are consistent.

(2) The 1 st and 3rd are independent, and each of the rest is dependent

on one or both of these.

(3) There are no Variables to which arbitrary values can be assigned.

= 0. Hence the

3, -1, 7

1, 5, -3 = 0.

5, 1, 9
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2. Given Equations all homogeneous.

It must be remembered that homogeneous Equations are always con-

sistent, i.e. they may be satisfied by assigning to each Variable the value zero :

in some cases, the Variables admit of no other values, in others, they admit of

a set of values of which one at least is (and therefore two at least are) actual.

In this latter case, whatever set of values for the Variables satisfy the Equa-

tions, any equimultiples of them will do so also, so that in this case it is

always possible to assign an arbitrary value to any one of those Variables

which admit of actual values. Again, there are cases in which it is possible

to assign arbitrary values to 2 or more of these Variables simultaneously.

These properties will be the subject of our inquiry.

The points, on which information is required, concern

(1) The possibility of assigning to the Variables a set of values which

are not all zero. (In which case 2 at least of the Variables admit of

actual values, and to either of them an arbitrary value may be assigned.)

(2) The dependence of the Equations one on another.

(3) The Variables to which arbitrary values may be simultaneously

We begin by examining the V-Block of the first 2 Equations ; then those

of the first 3 ; of the first 4, and so on.

If in the course of this process we find a set of Equations whose /'-Block

is evanescent, the last may be set aside as dependent on one or more of the

preceding.

This process is continued until the whole set have been thus examined,

or until we have found a set, whose number is less by unity than the number

of the Variables, and whose /"'-Block is not evanescent. In the latter case, if

there be Equations still remaining, we must take each of them separately

along with the set already examined, and examine the /'-Block of each set so

formed. If any such /'-Block be not evanescent, the Equations admit of zero

values only; but if every such /'-Block be not evanescent, all these remaining

Equations are dependent on the set already examined.

Thus in any ease we either prove that the given equations admit of zero

Q 2
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values only, or else (setting aside all that are proved to be dependent on

others) we obtain a set of independent Equations, whose ^-Block is not

evanescent.

Now in this set of independent Equations, the number of Variables

exceeds the number of Equations, either by unity, or by some greater number.

In the former case, there is only one set of ratios among the Variables,

(see Chap. III. Prop. II. Cop.), i. e. it is not possible to assign arbitrary

values to 2 of the Variables simultaneously; in the latter case, the excess

gives the number of Variables to which arbitrary values may be simultane-

ously assigned, and, for every non-evanescent principal Minor of the F-Block,

there is such a set of Variables, namely those whose coefficients do not enter

into that principal Minor. (Hence, in this case, there are always 2 such

sets at least. See Chap. V. Prop. X.)

Let us take as an instance the 3 Equations

2u+ v+ 2%+ y + 3z = 0,

5u + Sv—4x + Sy— 6z = 0,

n+ v— 8x+ y— Vlz = 0.

Here the F-Block of the first 2 Equations is not evanescent.

But the F-Block of the whole set is evanescent; hence the 3rd Equation

may be omitted as dependent on the other 2.

And, in these 2, the Variables exceed the Equations in number by 3

;

hence every non-evanescent principal Minor indicates a set of 3 Variables to

which arbitrary values may be simultaneously assigned. The non-evanescent

Minors are those belonging to (n, r), (u, .r), {u, y), (n, z), (v, x), (v, z), (x, y),

(y, z). Hence, with the exception of («, %, z), (u, v, y), any 3 of the Vari-

ables may have arbitrary values assigned to them. If, for example, we assign

to x
} y, z, the values 1, 2, —1, we obtain for u and v the values 5, —11.
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Arithmetical Computation of Determinants.

A general method for computing- the value of a Determinant has been

already given (see Ch. II. Prop. I. Cor. 1. Note); and, when the Elements are

Algebraical, this method is perhaps the best we can employ.

But when the Elements are Arithmetical, it is often possible so to re-

arrange, or otherwise modify, the given Block, as to make the process of

computation both easier and more expeditious. Were not this the case, it

would seldom be worth while to employ Determinants for any purpose where

actual calculation is necessary ; for instance, in the solution of a set of 3 or

more simultaneous Equations, the old method of elimination would be far

preferable.

In this process of simplification, much must be left to the ingenuity of

the student, guided by the circumstances of the case. A few general rules

are all that the teacher can supply.

1. We have seen (Ch. II. Ax. II.) that "
if, in a square Block, the Elements

of any one row or column be multiplied by v; the Determinant (f the new Block

is equal to that of the first multiplied by v." Hence conversely, if, in a square

Block, the Elements of any one row, or column, contain v as a factor ; it may

be divided out and placed outside the Determinant. As an instance of the

j-36, 15, -24-,

application of this principle, let us take the Block -l 18, —9, 3 > . Here

1 36, 8, 16 J

we may observe that the 1 st row contains '3' as a factor, the 2"'1 '3' also,

and that the 3ri1 contains ' 4'
: hence the Determinant may be reduced to the

12, 5,

and this again, since the l sl column contains '<

4,

(1 to the form 33
.4.

form 32
.4. 6, -

9,

as a factor, may

-3,

2,

be reai

3,
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2. We have seen (Ch. II. Prop. I. Cor. 2.) that "
if, in a square Block,

the Elements in any one row, or column, all vanish but one: the Determinant

of the Block is the product produced by multiplying the Determinant of the

complemental Minor of that Element by that Element itself, affected with

+ or —, according as the numerals in its symbol are similar or dissimilar."

As an instance of the application of this principle, let us take the Block

3, 1, 0, 21
2, -1, 0, 1

1, 1, -5, 2

4,-2, 0,-1^
one, and where the symbol of that Element is 3^3, so that its numerals are

similar. Hence the Determinant of this Block may be at once reduced to the

3, 1, 2

When the given Block does not contain any such

, where the Elements of the 3 rd column all vanish but

form —5. 2, -1, 1

4, -2, -1
row or column, it may be made to do so by the application of another principle,

which we proceed to consider.

3. We have seen (Ch. II. Prop. III. Cor. 3.) that "
if, in a square Block,

there be added to the several Elements of any row, or column, the corre-

sponding Elements of any other row, or column, multiplied by any number : the

Determinant of the new Block is the same as that of thefirst." As an instance of

7, 2, 1,-3"

the application of this principle, let us take the Block <
2,-1, 3, 6

1, 4,-3, 2

-6, 4, 1, 5^

and let us select the 3rd column as the one to be reduced to the required form,

and its first Element, " 1," as the one which is not to vanish. Now to the

Elements of the 2nd row add those of the 3rd
. To the Elements of the 3rd

row add those of the 4th
, multiplied by 3. To the Elements of the 4th row

add those of the l Bt
, multiplied by —1. The Determinant of the Block is

7, 2, 1,

s
which again is reduced, bys reduced to the form

3,

-17,

3, 0, 8

10, 0, 17

-13, 2, 0, 8

3, 3, 8

former rule, to —17, 10, 17

-13, 2, 8
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In employing- this Rule, we must observe that each modification is a

separate application of the principle, so that if we employ, in any stage of the

process, the Elements of a row, or column, which has been already modified,

we must employ them as so modified, and not in their original state. Failing

r3, 5, 2"

to observe this, we might imagine that, in the Block J 2, 1, 3

1 4, -1, -2.

would be legitimate to add to the Elements of the 2nd row those of the 3rd
,

and at the same time to add to the Elements of the 3rd row those of the 2nd,

3, 5, 2

and thus to reduce the Determinant to the form 6, 0, 1 : whereas the first

1 .

; v, it

J

6, 0, 1

6, 0, 1

3, 5, 2

modification reduces the Determinant to the form and thus6, 0, 1

4, -1, -2
the second proposed modification is impossible. To guard against this error

it is always best to employ, in each stage of the process, the Elements of

some row, or column, which has not yet been modified.

4. The process of computation, which I now proceed to explain, and

for which "Condensation" appears to be an appropriate name, was com-

municated by me to the Royal Society in the year 1866, and an account of

it is to be found in their "Proceedings," No. 84.

In the following remarks I shall use the phrase " interior of a Block "

to denote the Block which remains when the first and last rows and columns

are erased.

The' process of "Condensation" is exhibited in the following rules, in

which the given block is supposed to consist of n rows and n columns :

—

(1) Arrange the given Block, if necessary, so that no ciphers occur in its

interior. This may be done either by transposing rows or columns, or by

adding to certain rows the several terms of other rows multiplied by certain

multipliers.

(2) Compute the Determinant of every Minor consisting of four adjacent

terms. These values will constitute a second Block, consisting of n— 1

rows and n—\ columns.

(3) Condense this second Block in the same manner, dividing each term,

when found, by the corresponding term in the interior of the first Block.
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(4) Repent this process as often as may be necessary (observing' that in

condensing any Block of the series, the rth for example, the terms so found

must be divided by the corresponding- terms in the interior of the /—1th

Block), until the Block is condensed to a single term, which will be the

required value.

As an instance of the foregoing rules, let us take the Block

By rule (2)

-2 -1 -1 -2
-1 -2 -1 -3
-1 -1 2 2

2 1-3 _4

3 -1
3ondensed into -1 -5

1 1

1

4

-2
this, again, by

rule (3), is condensed into and this, by rule (4), into —4,
8 -1

-4 3
.

which is the required value.

The simplest method of working this rule appears to be to arrange the

series of Blocks one under another, as here exhibited ; it will then be found

very easy to pick out the divisors required in rules (3) and (4).

2 -1 -1 -2
1 _2 _1 _3
1-1 2 2

2 l_3—4
3-1 1

1 -5 4

1 1-2
8 -1 I

-4 3

This process cannot be continued when ciphers occur in the interior of

any one of the Blocks, since infinite values would be introduced by employing

them as divisors. When they occur in the given Block itself, it may be

re-arranged as has been already mentioned; but this cannot be done when they

occur in any one of the derived Blocks ; in such a case the given Block must

be rearranged as circumstances require, and the operation commenced anew.
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The best way of doing- this is as follows :

—

Suppose a cipher to occur in the kth row and kth column of one of the

derived Blocks (reckoning both row and column from the nearest corner of the

Block) ; find the term in the /i
th row and kih column of the given Block

(reckoning* from the corresponding corner), and transpose rows or columns

cyclically until it is left in an outside row or column. "When the necessary

alterations have been made in the derived Blocks, it will be found that the

cipher now occurs in an outside row or column, and therefore need no longer

be used as a divisor.

The advantage of cyclical transposition is, that most of the terms in the

new Blocks will have been computed already, and need only be copied ; in no

case will it be necessary to compute more than one new row or column for

each Block of the series. We must of course observe, in any such trans-

position, whether or no the sign of the Determinant is changed.

In the following" instance it will be seen that in the first series of Blocks

a cipher occurs in the interior of the third. We therefore abandon the process

at that point and begin again, re-arranging- the given Block by transferring the

top row to the bottom ; and the cipher, when it occurs, is now found in an

exterior row. It will be observed that in each Block of the new series, there

is only one new row to be computed

the work already done.

3

2

1

1

2

the other are simply copied from

2 -1 2 1

1 2 1 -1
1 -1 -2 -1 -

2 1 -1 -2 -

1 -2 -1 -1

5 --5 --3 -1
-3 --3 --3 3

3 3 3 -1
-5 --3 --1 -5

-30 6 -12

6

6 -6 8

1 2 1 -1 2

1 _i _2 -1 -1
2 i_l_2 -1

1 -2 -1 -1 22-121 —

3

_3 -3 -3 3

3 3 3--1

_5 -3 -1 --5

3-5 1 1

G

6-6 8

-17 8 -4

10 12 1

18 40

36.
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The fact that, whenever ciphers occur in the interior of a derived Block,

it is necessary to recommence the operation, may be thought a great obstacle

to the use of this method ; but I believe it will be found in practice that, even

though this should occur several times in the course of one operation, the

whole amount of labour will still be much less than that involved in the old

process of computation.
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Algebraical Proof of the method of 'Condensation/

We have seen (Ch. II. Prop. VII.) that (<
if there be a square Block of the

nth degree, and if in it any Minor of the mth degree be selected : the Determinant

of the corresponding Minor in the adjugate Block is equal, in absolute magnitude,

to the product of the m— l th power of the Determinant of the first Block, multiplied

by the Determinant of the Minor complemental to the one selected. Also, if the

numerals, indicating the selected rows, be represented by a, fi, , and those

indicating the selected columns by k, A, , and their respective sums by 2(a),

2 (k) : the relationship of sign between the equal magnitudes will be secured by

tiplying either of them by (— !)'"• CTW+SW).

3\3

Let us first take a Block of 9 terms, and represent it by

'i\i *\»]

< I \ V , and the adjugate Block by <

_3\1 3\8j.

If we ( condense* this, by the method already given, we get the Block

f g\ 3 g\ i
"^

J V. a' Y. a I ancl the Determinant of this will remain unchanged if

we transpose the columns, and also the rows, and then multiply the first row

and first column by — 1

;

Al ,A 3
hence it = _,

v A
_

A

and this, by the theorem above cited,

= Da
2-\ 2\2

((

.(-l)2 -(4+4 >= Z)a.2\2
(i

;

3\34
,-3\l^

.-. D., = \*a> IV.

2\2
a

which proves the method for a Block of 9 terms.

R 1
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Next, let us take a Block of 16 terms, and represent it by

-1\1... ..iy

A1 - -Ak.

, and the adjugate Block by

iv m
*V A4

J

it by ^

If we ' condense' this, we get a Block of 9 terms ; let us represent

L 3V A3 l

so that A 1 =
V. b

l\l,l\2

2\1,2\2
1\2.

1V2,1\3

2\2,2\3
, &c.

If we 'condense' this Block again, we get a Block of 4 terms, each of

which is, by the preceding paragraph, the Determinant of 9 terms of the

Block of 16 terms;

4V,>-4\1that is, we get the Block

A1
,- A1

.

and the Determinant of this will remain unchanged if we transpose the

columns, and also the rows, and then multiply the first row and column

by-1;

hence it

A' V A

and this, by the theorem above cited,

2\2 ,2\3
A,

2

3\2
a
,3\3

ffl

,(_ 1)2.(5+ 5)

1).,=

2\2

which proves the method for a Block of 16 terms, and similar prooJ

migM be given for larger Blocks.
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Application of the method of 'Condensation' to the

solution of simultaneous llnear equations.

If we take a Block containing n rows and n + 1 columns, and c condense

'

it, we reduce it at last to 2 terms, the first of which is the Determinant of

the first n columns, the other of the last n columns.

Hence, if we take the n simultaneous Equations

l\l .xx+ i\2.<c2+ + f\n.xn+ lV + 1 = 0,

&c.

n\l.x
1
+ n\2.x2+ + n\n.xn+ n\n + l = 0;

and if we ' condense ' their i?-Block, we reduce it to 2 terms, the first of which

is V, the other B
x

.

Now we know that .Tj = (— )". -^ ; that is, (—
)

n
V..i\ = J)v

Hence the 2 terms obtained by the process of condensation may be

converted into an Equation for a\, by multiplying- the first of them by x1}

affected with + or — , according as n is even or odd. The latter part of the

rule maybe simply expressed thus:—"place the signs + and — alternately

over the several columns, beginning with the last, and the sign which occurs

over the column containing a\ is the sign with which x
x
is to be affected."

When the value of x
x
has been thus found, it may be substituted in the

first n— 1 Equations, and the same operation repeated on the new Block,

which will now consist of u— 1 rows and n columns. But in calculating the

second series of Blocks, it will be found that most of the work has been
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already done ; in fact, of the 2 Determinants required in the new Block, one

has been already computed correctly, and the other so nearly so that it is only

necessary to correct the last column in each of the derived Blocks.

In the example given opposite, after writing -f and — alternately over

the columns, beginning with the last, we first condense the whole Block, and

thus obtain the 2 terms 36 and —72. Observing that the ^-column has

the sign — placed over it, we multiply the 36 by — x, and so form the Equa-

tion — 36x = —72, which gives x = 2.

Hence the #-terms in the first four Equations become respectively

2, 2, 4, and 2 ; adding these values to the constant terms in the same Equa-

tions, we obtain a Block of which we need only write down the last two

2 4

-1-2
-1-2

2 6

columns, viz.

We then condense these into the column

2

the second Block of the first series the column

3

and, supplying from

3

-1 , we obtain

as the last two columns of the second Block of the new series;

and proceeding thus we ultimately obtain the two terms 12, 12. Observing

that the ^-column has the sign + placed over it, we multiply the first

12 by +y, and so form the Equation 12^ = 12, which gives y — 1. The

values of z, u, and v are similarly found.

It will be seen that when once the given Block has been successfully

condensed, and the value of the first unknown obtained, there is no further

danger of the operation being interrupted by the occurrence of ciphers.
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_ + _ + _ +

x + 2y + z — u + 2v + 2 =

x — y — 2z ~ u — v — 4 =

2x + y — z —2u — v — G =

x -2y — z — u +2v + 4 =

2x — y +2z + u — Zv — 8 =

1 2

1 -1 -

2 1 -

1 -2 -

2 -1

-3 -3
3 3

-5 -3
3 -5

6 -
-17

1 -1
•2 -1
-1 -2
1 -1
2 1

-3
3 -

-1 -
1

6

•6 8

2 2

-1 -4
-1 -6

2 4

-3 -8
3 -6
1 2

5 8

1 -4

-2
6

12 12

18 40 -8

|
36 -72

|

_36.v=-72

2

-1
-1

2

3

-1

-5

-2

12 12 |

12y=12 .,

2 6

-1 -3
-1 -1
3

1 -2
|G 6|

-6*=6 ...

2 5

1 -1
3 3

|

3m= 3 ..

|2 4|

\-2«=4
.-. »=-2

.
.-. m= 1

z=-l

5 2-3 3

3-1-2 7

2 3 1 -12

-11 -7 -15
11 5 17

|-22 22
|

.-. 22x-=22

_ + _ +

5a; +2y -3z + 3 =
3x — y — 2z + 7 =
2x +3y + z -12 =
1-3 8 1 |-3 12

|

|-2 10 I
.-. 3s = 12 .

-7 -14
|

-7y=-14

ra 4

y= 2

.-= 1
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Solution of the Problem " Given an algebraic function

of 2 or more terms ; to construct a square Block, whose Elements

are all mononomial, and ivhose Determinant vanishes simultane-

ously with the given function."

In what follows we shall use the word 'complemented' in a somewhat

extended sense : its definition may be given as follows :
" If, in a Block, any

rows and any columns be selected: the Block formed of their common Elements,

and the Block formed of the Elements common to the other rows and columns,

are said to be complemental to each other." The definition previously given

(Ch. II. Dep. VII.) is evidently a particular case of this.

We have now to prove the following Theorem :
" If, in a square Block,

any ?vws and any columns be selected ; and if the Block formed of their common

Elements be multiplied throughout by any quantity, and the complemental Block

divided throughout by the same quantity : the Determinant of the new Block

vanishes simultaneously with that of the first."

Call the degree of the first Block 'n', its Determinant ' B', the number

of selected rows {p
}

, of columns ' q' , and the quantity used for the processes of

multiplication and division ' v'.

First,, let the selected p rows be multiplied throughout by v ; then the

Determinant of the new Block, so formed, =D.v p
. (Ch. II. Ax. II.

Next, let the n— q columns, which were not selected, be divided

throughout by v, then the Determinant of the new Block, so formed,

= D.v p+q- n
; and therefore it vanishes simultaneously with B.

But, by the first process, the selected Block was multiplied throughout

by v, as were also all the Elements common to the p selected rows and the

n— q columns which were not selected; and, by the second process, these

latter Elements were again divided by v, as was also the Block complemental

to the one selected.
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Thus, by the two processes, the selected Block was multiplied throughout,

and the complemental Block divided throughout, by V.

Hence this Theorem has been proved true.

l\l l\2 l\3l

Now in the square Block let each of the Elements

evanescence) the Block Then multi-

2\1 2\2 2\3

lAl 3\2 3\3

2~\2, 3\3, be divided, and its complemental Minor multiplied, by the Elemenl

itself. We thus obtain (neglecting exterior factors, which do not affect its

"l\l.2\2.3\3, 1\2.3\3, f\3.2\2
"

2\l.3\3, 3\3, 2\3

2\2.3\l, 3\2, 2\2

plying- the 2nd row by i\2, the 3rd row by f\3, the 2nd columns by 2YL, and the

fl\l.2\2.3\3, l\2.2\l.3\3, l\3.2\2.3\l^

3rd by 3\l, we obtain <j i\2.2\l.3\3, l\2.2\l.3\3, l\2.2\3.3\l j> , every

[l\3.2\2.3\l, l\3.2\l.3\2, l\3.2\2.3\l^

Element of which is a Constituent of the first Block.

Now let it be given that A, B, C, B, B, F are the 6 Constituents of a

certain square Block of 9 terms : then we have the 6 Equations

A = 1\1.2\2.3\3, -B = l\l.2\3.3\2,

B = l\2.2\3.3\l, -E = 1\2.2\1.3\3,

C = l\3.2\l.3\2, -F = l\3.2\2.3\l

:

r a,-E,-F

then, substituting in the Block just found, we obtain \—B, — F, B

l-F, C,-FJ

multiplying the 1 st row and 1 st column by —1, <> F, —L, B

[ F, C, -F

The Determinant of this Block = EF.^J- n . \ E r
/>' + F+ (j , a
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A HC
this, since r^ = B, becomes FFJA + B+C-tD + F+F}, and so is eva-

Ft
nescent simultaneously with the unknown Block. And this condition,

ABC = —DEF, is the only one which the 6 given quantities must fulfil,

that the problem may be possible.

If the given Algebraical function contain 6 terms, we have only to apply

this test, by grouping them into sets of 3, and if they satisfy the test, the

Determinant can be written out at once : this may be done by multiplying

together the 6 terms, taking the square root of their product, and finding,

if possible, a set of three terms, whose product is equaOo that square root,

and whose sign is contrary to that of the product of the other 3 terms.

Let us take as an example

5ab2 + 3ar -3abe-2ab + \0a-Ac

;

here the continued product is 2.2A.3.3.5.5a6 b 4 c2
, whose square root is

60a 3 b2 c, and this may be made up of the 3 terms 5ab2
, 3a2

, —4:C; and as the

sign of this product is — , and the sign of the product of the other 3

terms is +, the problem is possible. Hence, calling these 3 terms (\A, B, C*

and the terms 10 a, —lab, ' F, F', we obtain the Block

r 5ab2
, 10a, -2ab~}

\ 10rt, 10 a, 3 a2
[ ,

l-2ab,-4:C, 2ab)

C 5b2
, 10, -2b^

which, if we divide rows by common factors, reduces to 4 10, —10, 3a >,

l-ab, -2 c, ab)

r 5b2
, o, -25^

that is, dividing the 2 ni1 column, to
<^ 10, —5, 3a I, that is, multiplying

[_
— rib, —c, ab J

the central term, and dividing its complemental Minor, by ( 6/ and also

multiplying the last term in the 3rd row, and dividing its complemental

lie signs i

h, 1, 2 ""

its complemental Minor \ — 2, b, 3a V .

[__
a, r, ha J

If the given function contain 5 terms only, it will bo necessary to break

up one of them into 2 portions. In this case we ought to find 1 terms whose
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continuous product is such that the Algebraical portion of it is a square, and

form them into 2 groups, each of which furnishes the square root of this

product. We then break the 5th term into 2 portions, assigning one to each

group, and in doing so we have only to attend to the numerical coefficients.

As an example of this let us take

5a 4b-4a3 c + 3a2 bc + 2ac2 + llb2
;

here the continued product of the first 4 terms is 8.3.5. a 1
"

b

2 cA , and the square

root of the Algebraical portion of this is a 5 bc2 , and this is furnished by the

product of 5a4 b and 2ac2
: hence, arranging the terms in 2 groups, 5ai b.2ac2

and — 4: a? c. 3a2 be, we find by inspection that the last term must be broken

into the 2 portions 6 b2 and 5 b2 . Thus the two products, taken 3 and 3,

become 5a4 b.2ac2.Qb2 and - 4a3 c. 3a2 be. 5b2
. Thus the required test is fulfilled

f 5a* b, -4a3
c, 3a2 bc~\

and the Block may be written \ — 4a3
c, 4a3

c, 2ac2
\- , which, dividing

[ 3a 2bc, 6b2
, -3a2 be J

f 5a2
b, -4ac, 3bc^,

rows by common factors, becomes < —2a2
, 2a2

, c > ; and this again,

[_ a*c, 2b, — arc J
C 5b,-2ac, 3<n

dividing columns, becomes < —2, a2
1 > .

If the given function contain 4 terms only, we may proceed as in the

case of 6, and append two equal terms with opposite signs : + 1 and — 1 are

most convenient. For example, if the given function be

3a2 bc2 -4:abic-6ac2 +8bi
;

the continued product is 4.2.8.3.3.a4 £8 c4, whose square root is 2±.a2 b4 c
2
, and

this may be made up by the 2 terms 3 a2 be2 and 8b3
. Hence the 6 terms may

be taken to be 3a2 bc 2,8b 3
, 1, and -4ab4

c, — Qac, —1. Thus the test is

r 3a2 be2 , -Qac, -1 "]

fulfilled, and the Block may be written \ -Qac, Qac, 8b 3 V , that is,

l-l, 1, 1 J

multiplying the 3rd term of the 3rd row, and dividing its complemental Minor,

by 3ac, and also dividing the 2nd row by 2, and changing the signs of the 1 st

Cabc, 2, 1 -\

row and l8t column, J 1, 1, 4b 3 V .

[l, 1, 3ac)

S 2
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A Block of 1(3 terms may be constructed by a process similar to that

employed for 9 terms.

*i\l l\2 l\3 i\4^

Thus, in the Block J ^ ^ ^ ., £ , let each of the Elements
3\l 3\2 3\3 3\4

^\14\2 4\3 4\4J
2\2, 3\ 3, 4\ 4, be divided, and its complemental Minor multiplied, by the

Element itself. We thus obtain the Block

"
l\l.2\2.3\3.4\4, l\2.3\3.4\4, l\3.2\2.4\4, l\4.2\2.3\3"

2\l.3\3.4\4, 3\3.4\4, 2\3.4\4, 2\4.3\3

2\2.3\l.4\4, 3\2.4\4, 2\2.4\4, 2\2.3\4

2\2.3\3.4\1, 3\8.4\2, 2\2.4\3, 2\2.3\3

Then, multiplying- the 2nd row by £\2, the 3rd by f\3, the 4th by ~\\4, the

2nd column by 2\l, the 3rd by 8\l, and the 4th by 4\l, we obtain the Block

l\l.2Y2.3\3.4\4, l\2.2\l.3\3.4\4, l\3.2\2.3Yl.4\4, iY4.2\2.3\_3.4\l

"

i\2.2"\l.3Y3.4\4, l\2.2\l.3\3.4\4, f\2.2\3.3\l.4\4, l\2.2\4.3\3.4\l

l\3.2\2.3\l.4\4, l\3.2\l.3\2.4\4, l\3.2\2.3\l.4\4, i\_3.2\2.3\4.4\l

1\4.2\_2.3\3.4\1, f\4.2"\l.3"\3.4\2, i\4.2\2.3\l.4\3, r\4.2\2.3\3.4\l

every Element of which is a Constituent of the l Bt Block.

Now let it be given that A, B, C, &c. are the 24 Constituents of a certain

square Block of 16 terms : then we have the 24 Equations

A = l\l.2\2.3\3.4\4"

B = l\2.2\l.3\4.4\3

C = l\3.2"Y4.3\l.4\_2

D = l\4.2\3.3\2.4\l

- - N = l\l .2\2.3\4.4\3

"

P =
1\2.2\1.3\3.4Y4

~Q = iY3.2Yl-.3A2.4Yl

-R = iY4.2\.3.3\l.4\2

E = iYl.2Y3.3Y4.4\2

F = iY2.2Y4.3Y3.4\l ,

G= lY3.2Yl.3\2.4Y4

fl"=iY4.2\2.3\l.4\3

- S = lYl.2Y4.3\3.4\2'

_ T = lY2.2\3.3\4.4Yl

-U= i\3.'2\2.3\l.£\4<

- V = lY4.2Yl.3\2.4Y3

/ = iYl.2Y4.3\2.4\3

K = iY2.2Y3.3Yl.4\4

L =
1\3.2Y2.3\4.4\1

31= i\4.$\l.$\S.£\2

- w= i\v$\z.§\g.£\f\

-X = iY2.2Y4.3\l.4\3 I

-Y = iY3.2\1.3\4.4\2
J

-z = 1Y1.2Y2.3Y3.4Yij
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then, substituting in the Bloek just found, we obtain

A,-P,-U,-Z
P-P, K, F
U, G,-U, L
Z, M} //, Zj

which, if we change the signs of the 1 st row and l Ht column, becomes

'A, P, U, Z~}

P, -P, K, F
U, G, -U, L

JZ, M, H,-Z^

This contains 10 only of the given 24 quantities, so that, in order to

prove that its Determinant contains (A +B + Szc. + Z) as a factor, we must

have 14 independent relations among the given quantities.

The 10 quantities which enter into the above Block are

A, F, G, II, K, L, M, P, U, Z;

and the following Equations give the remaining 14 quantities in terms of

these :

—

B = -

C = -

B=-

HLP'
UZ
FMU
~PZ~
GKZ
PU

AHL
AKLM^ N - UZ

S ~ PZ
W=-

*

\,

E=

J =

PUZ
AFGH

FG
*> (4 = — -p~

>
L

U
>, x = -

PUZ KM GE Y= —j
P ~~ U

AFM AGK
PU
FII

~Z~

LM
Z
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